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WATER SUPPLY EVALUATION FOR PROPOSED PROJECTS 
ALONG THE 1-84 CORRIDOR1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) has consolidated the administrative 
hearing considering protests to approval of six applications for permit and two 
applications for transfer proposing use of ground water for municipal and irrigation 
development along I-84 near the Orchard and Simco Road interchanges. This report has 
been prepared to assist IDWR's evaluation of the applications, individually and 
cumulatively, in accordance with Idaho law. 

The eight applications under consideration in the consolidated hearing seek water for 
development of five separate projects for a combined development of 18,393 new 
housing units with 4,184 new irrigated acres. The location of the five projects is shown in 
Figure 1. Permits to use ground water have previously been issued to allow the initial 
phases for two of these projects without regard for trust water impacts. The total applied 
for and already permitted filings would locate nearly 22,000 new housing units with 
nearly 5,000 new acres of irrigation in an area now characterized by dry land grazing and 
farming. The pending applications are summarized in Table A of this report. 

The nearby City of Mountain Home has a population of 14,200 (2010 Census), and the 
average number of person per household is 2.67 (http://quickfacts.census.gov, accessed 
November 5, 2012). Development of the consolidated hearing proposals would result in 
a community more than four times the size of Mountain Home. 

Table Bis a list of withdrawn, rejected and voided applications for permit and lapsed 
permits for nearly 25,000 additional housing units. Some of these filings were by the 
applicants seeking approval of the filings in the consolidated hearing. The extent of the 
latent interest in obtaining water for municipal and other purposes for municipal 
development in the consolidated hearing area far exceeds the projects now under 
consideration. 

1 This report was authored by Norm Young and David Shaw, both with ERO Resources Corp. The report 
was done cooperatively between the authors but Mr. Young was primarily responsible for the 
Introduction, Review of Proposed Projects and Review of IDWR's May 31, 2012 Staff Report and Mr. Shaw 
was primarily responsible for the remainder of the report. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are based upon the information and analysis described in this 
report: 

1. The applications under consideration in the consolidated hearing (applications) 
for municipal use seek water for non-interruptible uses unlike some other water 
uses that may be foregone during limited periods. 

2. The water supply sought by the applications is known to be limited by the 
applicants, IDWR and the protestants and the volume ofun-appropriated ground 
water in the study and comparison areas is not sufficient for the proposed projects 
and "alternative water sources" have not been identified. 

3. Ground water levels in and around the Cinder Cone Butte Critical Ground Water 
Area continue to decline indicating the reasonably anticipated rate of future 
natural recharge is being exceeded. 

4. IDWR's analysis of the water supply available for the applications should not 
have treated the study area and comparison area as separate non-interconnected 
areas. The diversion and use of water under the applications, if approved, will 
cause impacts that cross administrative and study boundaries. 

5. Ground water sought by the applications is tributary to the Snake River, at least in 
part, upstream from Swan Falls Dam. 

6. Stream flows in the Snake River downstream from Milner Dam to the Murphy 
Gage result entirely from inflows in that reach. These flows are declining and if 
present rates of decline continue the minimum flows established as part of the 
Swan Falls Agreement of 1984 and approved by the Idaho Legislature will be 
violated. 

7. Diversion and use of ground water as proposed in the applications will injure 
existing water rights. 

SITE OVERVIEW 

In addition to the proposed projects, Figure 1 shows the relationship of the projects to the 
Snake River and Swan Falls Dam, the Cinder Cone Butte Critical Ground Water Area 
(CCBCGW A) and the study and comparison areas identified by IDWR. The shadings in 
the study and comparison areas are from IDWR's designation of recharge areas. 

Figure 1 also shows the general location of 3 sets of photos taken along the north side of 
the Snake River during 2012. The purpose of the photos is to help illustrate the presence 
of springs, or changes to springs, occurring along the north side of the river. The springs 
are evidence of ground water from the Mountain Home Corridor including the study and 
comparison areas is tributary to the Snake River upstream from Swan Falls Dam. The 
photos and description of the springs and photos appears in Appendix A. 
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REVIEW OF PROPOSED PROJECTS 

1. MAYFIELD SPRINGS (INTERMOUNT AIN SEWER AND WATER CORP.) 
PERMIT NO. 63-32225 
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT NO. 61-12256 

This project is proposed to be located northeast ofl-84 between the Orchard and Simco 
Road interchanges. IDWR has already issued Permit No. 63-32225 to allow this project 
to use 10 cfs of ground water for municipal purposes for 2,000 homes. The permit allows 
direct diversion of ground water for irrigation of ½ acre for each lot with a constructed 
house. In addition, the permit allows irrigation of common areas (parks, schools, golf 
courses, etc.) using treated wastewater from the project. Information submitted with the 
application indicates direct irrigation from the municipal system will be limited to 300 
acres associated with the homes and additional acres to be irrigated using wastewater 
generated by the project. The total acreage to be irrigated with wastewater was not 
specified, but a 175-acre golf course is proposed in the first phase of development (Ref. 
''Notes from a meeting with IDWR and DEQ, June 6, 2006" in IDWR's files for Permit 
63-32225). Proof of beneficial use was due on February 1, 2012, but IDWR has 
approved an extension of time to February 1, 2017. 

Application for Permit No. 61-12256 seeks an additional 13.76 cfs of ground water for 
another 4,200 homes and 840 equivalent domestic units ( commercial, industrial, etc.) 
with associated irrigation of 353 acres within the same place of use and an additional area 
to the east. Reclaimed wastewater will be used to irrigate an additional 344 acres. 

Right Nos. 63-3070 and 63-32616, decreed in the SRBA, allow use of 2.39 cfs of ground 
water for irrigation of 146 acres within the project area. The application files and 
supporting reports do not discuss the potential use of these rights for project purposes. 

SPF Water Engineering, LLC (SPF) has prepared two reports addressing the water 
requirements and water availability for the Mayfield Springs project. The first report 
(SPF, March 20, 2006) provides information supporting approval of Permit No. 63-
32225. The report indicates that 5 wells ranging from 600 to 800 feet in depth would be 
used to divert 1815 af of ground water per year from an aquifer having a static water 
level of 300 to 600 feet below land surface. SPF used a water budget approach to 
estimate that recharge to the local aquifer is in the range of 8,600 to 32,600 af per year 
(See Table C for a summary of the technical reports filed in support of the applications 
and IDWR staff review memorandums.) The smaller recharge estimate was calculated 
assuming that all recharge resulted from flows in Indian Creek and tributaries infiltrating 
to the regional aquifer. The larger estimate was calculated as the difference between 
estimated average annual precipitation on a 3-mile radius surrounding the project area 
plus the Indian Creek watershed upstream of the area. SPF concluded that development 
and use of water by the project would not injure other rights because ground water levels 
are stable or rising at the location of the project and that ground water flow to the 
Mountain Home Ground Water Management Area (MHGWMA) would not be reduced 
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because the flow lines in the area are parallel to its northwest boundary with, ultimately, 
ground water from the aquifer discharging to the Snake River. 

IDWR questioned whether all of the estimated recharge would reach the regional aquifer 
through the overlying perched aquifer zones and suggested a range of recharge to the 
regional aquifer of 4,000 to 5,000 af per year (IDWR, January 11, 2007). Permit No. 63-
32225 was issued for a maximum diversion volume of 1,815 af per year. The applicant 
unsuccessfully sought reconsideration arguing that during high water demand years the 
annual volume diverted would exceed the amount authorized based upon average water 
use. (Johnson, February 25, 2007) 

SPF's second report (SPF, May 16, 2011) reviews water needs and availability of ground 
water for the larger project proposed by Application for Permit No. 61-12256. The 
report begins with "This memorandum provides initial responses to IDWR questions. 
Additional data are actively being collected by IDWR, the applicant, and other water 
users . . . . These new data will provide additional insight regarding water availability and 
supply. A more detailed water-supply analysis will be submitted on the basis of the 
anticipated new information at a later date." A follow-up report has not been filed to 
verify the conclusions of the initial report. 

Based upon SPF's "initial responses," the project proposed by Application for Permit 61-
12256 requires 2,650 af per year for 4,200 residential units and 840 equivalent domestic 
units of commercial, industrial and miscellaneous uses. The ground water would be used 
to directly supply 353 acres with irrigation water associated with the residential units 
with reclaimed domestic wastewater used to irrigate 344 acres of commercial, 
institutional and common areas. SPF compares the recharge estimate of 8,600 af to 
32,600 af per year developed for its earlier report to an estimated annual withdrawal of 
7,240 af for approved permits and applications for which withdrawal estimates are 
available, but notes that annual volume estimates were not available at the time, and were 
therefore not included in the comparison, for Applications for Permit 63-32499, 61-
12095 and 62-12096 (applications for Mayfield Townsite and Elk Creek Canyon projects 
filed prior to Application for Permit 61-12256). SPF concludes that "local aquifers are 
capable of sustaining additional withdrawals while noting that ground water levels in the 
Mayfield Springs project area are stable despite 40 years of pumping in the Cinder Cone 
Butte Critical Ground Water Area (CCBCGW A). 

2. ELK CREEK CANYON (NEVID, LLC) 
PERMIT NO. 61-12090 
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT NO. 61-12095 
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT NO. 61-12096 

This project is proposed to be located about 1 mile northeast of the Simco Road 
interchange. Permit No. 61-12090 allows 1.82 cfs (up to 345 acre feet diverted per year) 
of ground water to be used for municipal purposes and 2.2 cfs to be used for fire 
protection. IDWR based the approval on a planned community of 176 lots called Elk 
Creek Village having irrigation from the municipal system for 59 acres within these lots 
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and another 50 acres of common area irrigated using recovered wastewater. This is the 
first phase of a larger development called "Elk Creek Canyon." Proof of beneficial use is 
due on October 1, 2014. 

Application for Permit Nos. 61-12095 and 61-12096 are for additional phases of the Elk 
Creek Canyon planned community development. Application for Permit No. 61-12095 
seeks 5 cfs of ground water for municipal purposes for 750 residential units with 150 
acres of irrigation from the municipal system associated with the residential units and 
another 30 acres using treated wastewater. The place of use is a 480-acre parcel east of 
the first phase. 

Application for Permit No. 61-12096 as originally filed sought 3 5 cfs of ground water for 
municipal use for a 17,950 unit planned community development. It has been amended 
several times. The most recent amendment, filed July 1, 2010 seeks 14.91 cfs of ground 
water for municipal purposes for 4,603 commercial and residential units with about 460 
acres within these units to receive irrigation water directly from the municipal system and 
an unspecified area to be irrigated with treated wastewater. An additional 5.57 cfs of 
ground water is sought for fire protection. The place of use is located on about 1,300 
acres east of and separated by about ¼ mile from the place of use for the other two 
phases. 

SPF (SPF, December 17, 2007) addressed water requirements and availability in support 
of Application for Permit No. 61-12090. SPF found that, although the entire Elk Creek 
Canyon development would consist of about 1,200 equivalent domestic units, 
Application for Permit No. 61-12090 would supply water for only 178 of these units 
diverting an estimated 577 af per year through two or more wells. SPF estimated that 
1,200 to 12,100 af per year is available for appropriation from the aquifer that would be 
tapped for the proposed wells. This estimate was based upon a water budget analysis of 
precipitation, and evapotranspiration within an assumed capture area featuring a 2-mile 
buffer area around the project and the up-gradient drainage area, infiltration from streams 
entering the capture area, and water diversions for existing and permitted uses in the 
assumed capture area. 

SPF submitted a follow-up memorandum (SPF, March 30, 2009) responding to two 
memorandums prepared by IDWR staff analyzing ground water supplies for projects 
proposed in the I-84 corridor. SPF used a smaller buffer zone (1 mile around the project) 
in accordance with a procedure applied by IDWR to a nearby development and 
concluded that 2,400 to 8,400 af per year of ground water is available for appropriation 
under Application for Permit 61-12090 that requires only 580 af per year. SPF objected 
to analyzing water availability and need by comparing the maximum diversion rate 
applied for to an estimate of the average annual flow rate available in the aquifer. SPF 
again noted that the effects of 40 years of pumping about 16,000 afa within the 
CCBCGWA has not resulted in ground water level declines in the Elk Creek Village 
project area. 
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SPF' s conclusion that water levels have not been affected does not take into 
consideration that ground water rights in the CCBCGWA have not been fully exercised 
during the past 40 years. An IDWR study initiated because of an apparent hiatus in 
ground water declines in the Mountain Home Plateau (Castelin, August 1988) found that: 

"In general, water level declines in the regional system have moderated or even 
reversed in recent years ... " 

"Shorter-term declines are also enlightening. As the water-level change maps for 
186-1988 and 1987-1988 show (Figures 3 & 4, respectively (in the Caste/in 
Report)), very little additional decline took place, despite severe drought 
conditions. The reason for this anomaly appears to be strongly related to Federal 
government set-aside programs, which encourage farmers not to plant crops, and 
therefore to not irrigate, reducing the amount of ground water removed from 
storage. Land set aside from production has steadily increased since 1984, 
reversing a trend of increasing irrigated acreages ( see "Changes in Irrigated 
Acreages" below (in the Caste/in Report))." 

The modest declines in ground water levels described by Castelin are confirmed by the 
water level change maps in IDWR's staff report (IDWR, May 31, 2012, page 7) for 1981 
to 1991 and 1991 to 2001. However, IDWR found ground water declines were deeper 
from 2001 to 2011 with an affected area expanding outside of the CCBCGWA even 
though the full authorized acreage was not being irrigated in 2011. 

IDWR issued a final order (IDWR, September 30, 2009) approving Application for 
Permit No. 61-12090 for a smaller diversion rate (4.02 cfs instead of 5 cfs) and an annual 
volume of diversion limited to 345 af. IDWR found that only 811 afper year of water 
was available for appropriation from the target aquifer and that, of this amount, only 345 
af per year could be captured by the proposed wells. IDWR's main objections to SPF's 
water budget approach related to SPF's assumptions that 5% of precipitation contributed 
to recharge in the capture area rather than 3% used by IDWR and that SPF assumed 
recharge from stream seepage would be 100% of the difference between precipitation and 
evapotranspiration in the up-gradient portion of the contributing basin rather than 14% 
used by IDWR. 

A memorandum (SPF, April 28, 2010) submitted with an amended application for permit 
(the application has been further amended as noted above), addresses the water 
requirements and water availability for Application No. 61-12096, including limited 
information on these matters for Application No. 61-12095. This memorandum, although 
dated about 7 months after IDWR's final order on Application for Permit No. 61-12090, 
references the results of SPF' s water budget prepared for that filing and generalizes that 
the water available for appropriation is larger because the additional wells proposed 
under Application for Permit 61-12096 will be spaced further apart so that the capture 
area is expanded. SPF estimates that the revised proposed development of 4,384 homes 
need a maximum diversion rate of 14.91 cfs for municipal purposes including about 438 
acres ofresidential irrigation and 5.57 cfs for fire protection. SPF compared the 
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projected annual diversion volume of 2,400 af for Application for Permit No. 61-12096 
alone and 3,357 af when combined with Permit No. 61-12090 and Application for Permit 
No. 61-12095 to the previous estimate of 2,400 to 8,400 afper year ofrecharge to the 
aquifer. SPF proposed to submit a refined analysis of water availability based upon the 
larger capture area and the results of a scheduled pump test to affirm that sufficient 
ground water is available for the project, but that information has not been filed. 

3. SHEKINAH INDUSTRIES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER NO. 73811 

This project is located near the southeast comer of the Simco Road interchange. The 
application for transfer seeks to move to this location portions of six rights to use ground 
water with priorities ranging from 1963 to 1980 presently appurtenant to land just east of 
Mountain Home Airbase, about 7 miles southeast of the CCBCGWA. The application as 
now pending seeks to divert 5.56 cfs and 1,476 afa of ground water from up to 26 new 
wells for irrigation of 369 acres within a 924-acre PPU located less than a mile northeast 
of the CCBCG WA. Both the current location and the proposed location are within the 
MHGWMA. 

The application was originally filed December 7, 2006 by Idaho Water Company and 
twice amended (8/21/2008 and 9/8/2008) to drop two rights and reduce the diversion, 
rate, annual volume of diversion and irrigated acres in a permissible place of use (PPU). 
Idaho Water Company assigned the application to Shekinah Industries on June 23, 2011. 

A preliminary order was issued on February 25, 2011 rejecting the application for failure 
to submit requested information. The order was stayed based upon a petition for 
reconsideration. 

Brockway Engineering, PLLC (Brockway) submitted to IDWR a numerical model for the 
Mountain Home Plateau aquifer developed to estimate the affect of the proposed change 
on ground water levels (Brockway, December 28, 2009). Comparing the results of model 
run with and without the changes proposed by Application for Transfer No. 73811, 
Brockway concluded that the change would positively affect ground-water levels in the 
vicinity of Mountain Home "to partially mitigate the groundwater declines that have been 
monitored in this area over the last several decades." Brockway also concluded that 
ground-water levels in the vicinity of the proposed point of diversion will be negatively 
affected if the proposed change is implemented. Results of model runs with and without 
the proposed change indicate that at steady state, ground water levels over most, if not all, 
of the CCBCGWA would be lowered by the change with a maximum reduction in level 
of about 4 feet on the northwest boundary of the area (Figure 18, appended to the 
Brockway report). The proposed place of use is at least 5 miles nearer the area of 
greatest ground water declines in the CCBCGWA, as identified by IDWR on Figure 5 in 
the May 31, 2012 staff report, than the decreed place of use for the rights under 
consideration. 
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Brockway estimated inflow to the modeled area from the Danskin Hills along the 
northeast boundary of the area modeled averaged 2,250 af per year per mile. 

IDWR's Hydrology Section provided a technical review of the Brockway model and the 
conclusions reached using the model (IDWR, April 14,2010). IDWR questioned the 
validity of assumptions used in the model and consequently the results obtained from the 
model. IDWR's main concerns are: 

a) The aquifer was modeled for steady state, equilibrium conditions even 
though water levels in parts of the area have dropped significantly for 
many decades and continue to fall. 

b) Brockway's estimate of underflow entering the area from the hill front 
used Darcy's Law with inconsistent hydraulic conductivity and an 
assumed hydraulic gradient. IDWR notes that Brockway's estimate 
exceeds previous estimates derived using water budget methods. 

c) Brockway used an estimate of precipitation that significantly exceeds 
estimates used in previous studies. 

d) Brockway's estimate of 11 feet of draw down at the pumping well (one 
well rather than 26 listed in the application) based upon the dimension 
of the model cell (1/4 mile square) instead of a more likely well 
diameter. IDWR calculated that the draw down would be about 40 feet 
if all of the water were withdrawn from a 12-inch diameter well. 

4. ORCHARD RANCH, LLC 
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT NO. 63-32703 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER NO. 73834 

This project is located near the historic town site of Orchard, a reminder of previous 
attempts to develop this desert area, between 1-84 and the UPRR track. The current 
project was initially proposed as a planned community of 8,758 homes with associated 
commercial, industrial and public uses, but the pending applications have been revised to 
now seek irrigation of 1,111 acres. 

Amended Application for Permit No. 63-32703, filed September 27, 2010, seeks 9.6 cfs 
of ground water from four wells for irrigation of 480 acres within a 2,751.7 acre 
permissible place of use. Transfer No. 73834 was amended on December 22, 2010 and 
again on January 5, 2011 for approval to divert 11.36 cfs and 2,975 afa of ground water 
to irrigate 631 acres within the same 2,751. 7-acre place of use as Application for Permit 
No. 63-32703 using four additional wells. 

Technical reports (SPF, May 30, 2007 and SPF, February 24, 2009) submitted prior to the 
filing of the amended applications for only irrigation use, describe that the proposed 
municipal use would be developed over a 40-year period. According to these reports the 
planned community required a maximum daily diversion rate of 9.98 cfs and an annual 
average diverted volume of 4,820 afusing up to 10 wells ranging in depth from 700 feet 
to over 1,000 feet. Irrigation of residential areas directly from the municipal system was 
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to be minimal with common areas to be irrigated using treated effluent through a separate 
system. The SPF reports do not include an estimate of availability of ground water and 
state that the "long-term sustainable production capacity in this area is unknown." SPF 
noted in the Executive Summary of its 2007 report that: 

"Ground water levels in the Orchard Ranch vicinity have been relatively stable 
water levels over the last 30 to 40 years. However, two wells located south or 
southeast of the property show water level declines ranging from 1 foot per year 
to approximately 2.5 feet per year. 

The long-term sustainable production capacity in this area is unknown. Large 
increases in ground-water production will likely be constrained by low recharge 
in upgradient areas. Structural controls ( e.g., faulting) may limit ground-water 
flow into the general Orchard Ranch area. The long-term sustainability of aquifers 
in the Orchard Ranch area will best be determined through increased ground
water pumping and careful water-level monitoring. Pumping and static water 
levels in the area should be monitored over the aquifer development period to 
prevent over-pumping and evaluate sustainable yield. 

It may be possible to transfer water rights from the Lone Pine Dairy to the 
Orchard Ranch area, but the extent of ground water withdrawals from Orchard 
Ranch wells will still be determined by the available recharge. Ultimately, water 
from other areas (e.g., surface water from the Snake River or ground water from 
the Lone Pine Dairy) will be required if local ground water resources are 
insufficient for full project buildout." (Emphasis added). 

SPF's 2009 report indicates that the applicant qualifies as a municipal provider because 
the project when built will be regulated by IDEQ. This report also indicates that this 
application and Application for Transfer No. 73834 are for the same project, are not to be 
considered additive, and asks that processing of the transfer be suspended pending a 
ruling on the application for permit. 

IDWR's electronic files do not have any additional or amended technical reports 
concerning the project as proposed by the amended applications. However, it appears 
that the applications are now additive in diversion rate, volume and acres irrigated. The 
priority date of the application should be advanced to the date of the amended application 
if an enlargement in use of water is proposed. 

IDWR's Hydrology Section reviewed water quantity issues related to approval of 
Application for Permit 63-32703 as amended for irrigation use in a technical report 
(IDWR, March 7, 2011). The review does not address these issues for Application for 
Transfer No. 73834 other than to note that it along with other "senior priority applications 
are in an area of limited recharge." IDWR, noting that the technical reports submitted by 
SPF do not provide information on water availability, used its earlier estimates of water 
availability prepared for IDWR's final order for the Elk Creek project (Application for 
Permit No. 61-12090). This order found only 811 afa of ground water available in the 
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local aquifers and issued a permit for Elk Creek to use 345 afa. Based upon this order, 
IDWR concluded that the annual volume of water available for the Orchard Ranch 
project and other filings proposing to use the same ground water source is no more than 
466 afa. In contrast, IDWR estimated that 2,160 afa would be need for irrigation of the 
480 acres identified on Application for Permit 63-32703. 

An email (IDWR, September 1, 2011) from IDWR to a project representative indicates 
that "The Director has serious concerns regarding water availability for this project given 
the known water issues ... and the fact this application is one of the more junior 
applications of the eight pending applications." 

Preference for processing/approval of these applications relative to other pending 
applications for the same/interconnected ground water source is uncertain because of 
amendments to these applications and policy changes in response to an Idaho Supreme 
Court decision (Idaho Supreme Court, May 26, 2011). This decision may affect the 
seniority of applications for permit filed earlier than applications for transfer of vested 
rights with earlier priority dates. 

5. MAYFIELD TOWNSITE (ARK Properties,LLC) 
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT 63-32499 
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT 63-33344 

Application for Permit No. 63-32499, filed July 28, 2006, seeks to appropriate 10 cfs of 
ground water for municipal purposes for 8,000 housing units to be built within a 6,363-
acre area along Indian Creek near the existing community of Mayfield. Application for 
Permit No. 63-33344, filed March 1, 2010 and amended on January 18, 2011, seeks to 
appropriate 9 cfs of ground water for irrigation of 475 acres within a 1,284-acre PPU 
within the proposed municipal area. These acres are in addition to those authorized to be 
irrigated by two existing rights appurtenant to the proposed place of use. Right No. 63-
2046, decreed in the SRBA, allows 2.58 cfs to be diverted from Indian Creek for 
irrigation of 129 acres. Permit No. 63-12447 allows diversion of 4 cfs of ground water 
for irrigation of 200 acres within a 980-acre PPU. Application for Permit No. 63-32499 
proposes to divert ground water from 8 wells ranging in depth from 600 to 800 
constructed to prevent leakage from perched aquifers to the regional aquifer. 

A report (SPF, November 1, 2007) addresses water requirements and availability for the 
municipal uses sought by Application for Permit No. 63-32499. This report does not 
include information for Application for Permit No. 63-33344 because it was prepared 
prior to filing of that application. SPF estimated that annual withdrawals for municipal 
purposes will total 4,860 af/yr with a depletion of 3,960 af/yr. SPF calculated that 6,000 
to 31,590 af/yr are recharged to the local aquifers that will be used for this development. 
SPF determined that existing and permitted uses require about 2,500 af/yr leaving about 
2,600 to 28,000 af/yr available for the Mayfield Townsite project. Even though the low 
estimate of water availability is less than that required for the project, SPF concludes 
" ... that there is likely sufficient water available for application 63-32499." (Ref. Second 
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paragraph of the Executive Summary, Page ii). SPF's specific conclusions cited in the 
Executive Summary include: 

"7. The ultimate carrying capacity of aquifers in the Mayfield Townsite area is 
unknown. If the actual aquifer recharge falls in the upper two-thirds of our 
recharge estimates then the chances of developing the entire water supply for the 
project from ground water sources are good. " 

"11. Water supplies from an alternative source may be required for full project 
build out if on-site supplies are insufficient." 

IDWR's Hydrology Section responded to the report in a memorandum (IDWR, February 
19, 2009). IDWR concluded concerning water availability that: 

"These calculations indicate that proposed water right possibly would result in 
total withdrawals exceeding the average rate of recharge to the aquifer. In 
addition, the stream flow data that IDWR collected suggests that the low estimate 
of aquifer recharge presented by SPF is unrealistically high assuming that all 
other assumptions are correct. Lastly, SPF's high estimate of annual average 
recharge is not supported by field measurements and, because it relies upon a 
preliminary, uncertain estimate of ET for a partial year in a different basin, 
potentially grossly overestimates the amount of water available for 
appropriation." (Pages 13 - 14). 

IDWR voided Application for Permit No. 63-33344, but reinstated it upon receipt of 
requested technical information (SPF, January 11, 2011). The application was amended 
January 18, 2011, to add two new wells to the proposed points of diversion. The water
bearing zone for one existing well is 432 to 622 feet below land surface and for the other, 
602 to 792 feet. The new wells are proposed to be up to 850 feet deep. SPF clarified that 
the land to be irrigated is new and does not duplicate the 200 acres already irrigated 
within the PPU for Permit No. 63-12447. The new irrigation project will consume 1,188 
afa of ground water (assuming 2.5 afa per acre) in addition to the 500 afa now consumed 
by irrigation under Permit No. 63-12447. SPF provided depth to water information for 
the wells in the project area. Water levels in the wells used for irrigation since 
development of Permit No. 63-12447 in 2007/2008 are stable or rising slightly, with a 
small decline in a deeper, unused well, and a stable water elevation in a shallower well 
thought to tap a perched zone. 

REVIEW OF IDWR'S MAY 31, 2012 STAFF REPORT 

1. FINDINGS BY IDWR 

As requested by the hearing officer, IDWR staffreviewed the sufficiency of the water 
supply for the eight applications in the consolidated hearing (IDWR, May 31, 2012). 
IDWR identified an 11-mile wide study area extending from the crest of the Danskin 
Hills on the northeast approximately 35 miles southwest to the canyon rim along the 
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Snake River. The swath, oriented along the northwestern boundary of the CCBCGWA, 
encompasses the well locations and development area proposed in the applications in the 
consolidated hearing. A swath of similar size and orientation including the CCBCGWA 
was used for comparison. The net amount of recharge available in each area after 
accounting for existing and permitted uses within each area was estimated using water 
budget methodology. This analysis found a net recharge of 9.83 cfs in the study area and 
a deficit of 12.97 cfs of net recharge for the comparison area. This analysis assumes a 
separation exists between the water supplies and the affects of water diversion and use 
between the two areas. 

Based upon its analysis of water conditions in the study and comparison areas, IDWR 
staffed reached a number of specific conclusions (page 19 and 20) including the 
following: 

1. Assuming future hydrologic conditions similar to those during the recent past, the 
reasonably anticipated rate of future natural recharge is 11,100 afa. 

2. The estimated net recharge rate for the study area is 7,100 afa. The estimate is 
positive, indicating that existing consumptive uses, including those for water rights 
that are not yet fully developed, are less than the rate of recharge. 

3. The net recharge rate (7,100 afa) is an estimate of the maximum additional 
consumptive use that could normally be authorized within the study area. On a 
continuous basis, this amount is equivalent to 9.8 cfs, which is approximately an 
order of magnitude less than the maximum total appropriation amount being sought 
as part of the consolidated hearing (85 cfs). 

7. Ongoing water level declines more than 30 years after establishment of the Cinder 
Cone CGWA indicate that the groundwater supply on the Mountain Home Plateau is 
limited and support the conclusion that consumptive use within the Cinder Cone 
comparison area exceeds the rate of recharge. 

8. Unless inflow to the aquifer system in the study area is increased, mass balance 
requires that the withdrawals will decrease outflow to the Snake River by an 
equivalent amount at steady state. 

9. Assuming hydrologic continuity, groundwater development in the study area would 
eventually exacerbate conditions in the Cinder Cone CGWA. 

2. ISSUES RAISED BY IDWR'S STAFF REPORT 

a. Were the study and comparison areas properly sized and located? 

The size and location of the study area are arbitrary and not supported by technical 
analysis. The southeast boundary of the study area is located along the boundary of 
CCBCGWA without any apparent physical reason. This location does not center the 
proposed wells in the swath. Nearly all of the proposed wells are located within the 
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southeastern half of the swath nearest to the CCBCGW A. Without a documented 
technical basis, the width of the swath matches that of the comparison area that, in 
turn, was scaled to match the width of the CCBCGW A. IDWR had previously 
suggested that the capture area for determining water availability should be 
commensurate with the boundaries of the cone of depression caused by pumping the 
proposed well for a period of 10 years (IDWR, February 10, 2009). The diameter of 
the water level decline attributed to pumping in the CCBCGWA is approaching 20 
miles (IDWR, May 31, 2012, Figure 5). 

Inclusion of a portion of the Blacks Creek drainage in the area used for the recharge 
estimate is an unwarranted complication in the water budget because there is no 
information indicating the direction of ground water flow in the Blacks Creek basin is 
different than observed regionally. Including precipitation in the Blacks Creek Basin 
(about 18% of the defined recharge area) in the water budget is inconsistent unless the 
long-term effects of pumping in the Blacks Creek drainage just outside of the study 
area are included in the analysis. 

b. Are water supplies in the study area and comparison area from separate sources 
and are the effects of pumping contained within these separate areas? 

IDWR analyzed the water supplies and water impacts in the study area and the 
comparison area as if the two areas were separate. This premise is not supportable by 
other information in the report. The discussion of the hydrogeology of the study area 
(Page 6) does not identify a fault or other discontinuity in the regional aquifer 
oriented to provide a basis for concluding that the study area and the comparison area 
are hydrologically separate. Pumping affects clearly are shown to propagate across 
the hypothetical line drawn between the areas in the IDWR report. Figure 5 of the 
report shows the measured encroachment into the study area of water level declines 
resulting from pumping in the comparison area. 

When viewed as a single area, IDWR's estimate of the combined rate ofrecharge 
(9.83 cfs - 12.97 cfs = -3.14 cfs or -2,273 afa) is not sufficient to satisfy the 
consumptive use of existing and permitted uses identified by IDWR. Although 
IDWR analyzed and reported the water budget for each area as if separated, the 
"bottom line" of the report (Conclusion Nos. 7 and 9, page 20) reaches the 
appropriate conclusion that use of ground water in the study area as proposed in the 
applications in the consolidated hearing will "exacerbate" conditions in the already 
over-appropriated CCBCG WA. 

c. Does the water budget incorporate appropriate conservative assumptions, 
methodology and data for water availability and use? 

The discussion that follows uses the term "conservative estimate" relative to IDWR's 
duty to protect existing rights and to limit diversions to the reasonably anticipated rate 
of future natural recharge. An assumption should not be used that jeopardizes 
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IDWR's duty unless technical data are available to indicate that the assumption is 
likely accurate. 

The assumptions used in IDWR's water budget do not result in conservative estimates 
of the volume of water reaching the regional aquifer, the volume of water that can be 
taken from the aquifer by existing rights and the volume of water that would be taken 
from the aquifer if the pending applications are approved. IDWR also overestimates 
the portion of the water recharging the aquifer that can be captured by the proposed 
wells. 

As noted above, recharge from precipitation on the Blacks Creek drainage should not 
be included and/or depletions within the study area caused by pumping of wells near 
the Blacks Creek interchange should be included in the estimate of depletions from 
the aquifer. 

Recharge from precipitation on the non-recharge area should not be included. 
Portions of this area are outside of and down gradient of the "reach" of the proposed 
wells. Impermeable zones above the regional water table described in driller's 
reports for wells constructed in Townships 2 and 3 South and Ranges 4 and 5 East 
prevent precipitation from reaching the regional water table. Because the amount of 
potential evapotranspiration on the non-recharge area significantly exceeds 
precipitation on the area, little if any water is lost to deep percolation in areas with 
soil cover (USGS, December 1977, page 11 ). The driller reports were accessed at 
www.idwr.idaho.gov/WaterManagement/Wellinformation/DrillerReports/dr default. 
htm). 

The water budget analysis used an estimate of the "actual" consumptive use of 
irrigated crops in the study and comparison areas. A conservative estimate accounts 
for the full volume of water authorized to be diverted under existing rights, including 
permits. The valid rights were not being fully exercised during the year (2011) used 
in IDWR's analysis, but all of the authorized diversions should be included in the 
analysis for purposes of determining whether un-appropriated water is available. 

Management of an over-appropriated aquifer is more difficult than management of a 
surface water source that is over-appropriated at some or even all times. Prior rights 
from the surface water source can be protected in real time by appropriate and timely 
curtailment of junior priority rights. Such direct administration is not possible for an 
over-appropriated aquifer. Issuing rights for diversion of more ground water than an 
aquifer can support leads to a race to the bottom of the aquifer ultimately causing loss 
of financial investments, excessive pumping costs, expensive litigation and increased 
administration costs to IDWR. Caution is needed in issuing ground water permits to 
avoid this undesirable circumstance. 

A conservative estimate of the volume of water depleted from the aquifer does not 
assume that water not consumed by the plants will return to the aquifer for re
diversion by wells in the study or comparison areas. Drillers' reports for wells in the 
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comparison area typically show that the first water bearing zones are deeper than the 
static water level reported for the completed well. This indicates that impermeable or 
low permeability zones exist that confine water in the aquifer while also preventing or 
restricting water applied to the land surface from percolating downward to return to 
the aquifer. The lithology descriptions in drillers' reports for the study and 
comparison areas often identify the first several hundred feet penetrated by the well 
as a complex sequence of fine to coarse grained sediment including clay zones. Near 
surface saturated zones (apparently perched) are described even for some wells 
located in the comparison area. Under these conditions, water pumped from the 
regional aquifer is unlikely to return to the regional aquifer at a location or within a 
time interval to make the water available for re-diversion and should not be included 
in the estimate of the volume available in the water budget. 

The above-described conservative assumptions are incorporated in Table D to adjust 
IDWR's estimates ofrecharge for the study area, comparison areas and the combined 
area (See Table 5, Item 10 in IDWR, May 31, 2012). The volume of water 
authorized to be diverted under existing rights in the study and comparison areas is 
shown in Tables E, F and G. Because of conditions limiting the use of a right when 
used in combination with another right, the totals for diversion rate, annual diversion 
volume and acres allowed to be irrigated are less than indicated by simply summing 
the overall authorizations in the rights. Even so, the area allowed to be irrigated 
within the comparison area is more than 6,800 acres as compared to the 5,700 acres 
IDWR identified as irrigated in 2011. The rights in this area are authorized to divert 
29,000 afa as compared to 13,000 afa of depletion IDWR attributed to use of these 
rights in 2011. 

Without information to show that Blacks Creek water adds to the available supply, 
that all existing rights will not be exercised, that unconsumed water pumped from the 
aquifer does return to the aquifer, and/or that the water sources in the study area and 
comparison area are actually separate, the water budget for the combined area as 
shown on Table D should be used. This budget indicates that the reasonably 
anticipated rate of future natural recharge is already fully allocated with a 23,000 afa 
deficit of water available if all existing and permitted rights fully divert and use 
presently authorized amounts, clearly there is no water available to warrant approval 
of any of the pending applications. If those pending applications were approved as 
requested, their use would add another 19,000 afa to the deficit. 

d. Adequacy of available data, timing of report relative to ongoing studies/data 
collection. 

IDWR noted that several studies now underway could provide data and information 
to refine the estimate of water availability in the aquifer. Even so, the staff 
memorandum does not suggest delaying consideration of the applications until the 
information from these studies is available. 
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AQUIFER ANALYSIS 

IDWR's May 31, 2012 technical memorandum regarding Sufficiency of Water Supply 
for Water Right Applications and Transfers along the 1-84 Corridor describes a study area 
and a comparison area as part of their analysis. The study area was established to include 
all of the new uses proposed by new water right applications for permit and transfers of 
existing water rights to utilize ground water from a new area. The study area is described 
as patterned after a 1981 study by IDWR in conjunction with creating the CCBCGWA. 

The study goes on to conclude there is a net positive recharge of 7,120 acre-feet per year 
in the study area and a negative recharge of 9,399 acre-feet per year in the comparison 
area that includes the CCBCGW A. (These are the actual values reported by IDWR even 
though none of the analysis techniques used is capable of providing recharge estimates 
accurate to 4 significant digits.) Included in these recharge amounts is recharge 
southwest of most existing and all proposed uses and likely does not contribute to the 
available water supply to meet existing or future needs. 

A larger concern for the IDWR analysis is the treatment of the two areas as not 
hydraulically connected. Both Mr. Tesch and Mr. Owsley testified at deposition they did 
not consider impacts from existing ground water use in the comparison area might reduce 
the ground water supply available in the study area and, conversely, they did not consider 
impacts new development in the study area might have in the comparison area. Mr. 
Tesch testified he recognized such impacts are possible but they were not investigated as 
part of preparing the May 31, 2012 report. Mr. Owsley testified if the southeast boundary 
of the study area were moved to the southeast the net recharge for the study area would 
probably be reduced. It seems clear that if the study area had been defined as the 
combined study and comparison area the net recharge would be a negative 2,000 acre
feet per year using IDWR's approach. 

Figure 5(d) oflDWR's Ma 32, 2012 report shows ground water level change conditions 
for the CCBCGWA through 2011. The contours for current conditions show existing 
uses in the comparison area are currently withdrawing water in the study area. The 
contours in Figure 4 of the IDWR report seem to ignore the drawdown that is occurring 
in and near the CCBCGW A. 
In an attempt to better assess potential impacts of current ground water pumping in the 
comparison area on the study area and the impact of future pumping in the study area on 
the comparison area, a Theis analysis was prepared. The analysis looked at current 
conditions based upon existing water rights. A program by Koch and Associates, 1986 
was used for the analysis. Inputs to the program are: 

Hydraulic Conductivity in Gallons per Day per Foot2 

Specific Yield 
Water Table Thickness in Feet 
Time a well has been pumping in Days 
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Pumping rate in GPM per well 
X - Y grid of well locations in Feet 

Aquifer characteristics from IDWR, Brockway and SPF were reviewed and tried in the 
program. A pumping period of 20 years was selected to compare the program results to 
the CCBCRW A water level changes shown in Figure 5 of the IDWR May 31, 2012 
report. Figure 5 shows the majority of the draw down occurred between 1991 and 2011, 
a period of 20 years. The program returned drawdowns of about 110 feet at the end of 
the 20 year period based upon diversion quantities for the water rights converted to a 
continuous diversion rate for a year to divert the annual volume of water authorized by 
the water right. This drawdown compared reasonably well with the actual drawdowns 
reported in Figure 5 for the most recent 20 year period resulting from actual diversions 
that are expected to be somewhat lower than authorized diversions. 
The aquifer characteristics used to obtain those results come from Brockway's work and 
are: 

Hydraulic Conductivity 
Specific Yield 
Water Table Thickness 
Pumping Time 

90 GPD/ft2 

0.15 
500 ft 
7300 days 

To estimate the impact of continued pumping by existing water users the program was 
run for an additional 20 years. A simulated observation well was placed near the center 
of Sec 19 Twp 1 S Rge SE, B.M. which is near the location of the fault identified by Bond 
and near the boundary of the study area and the comparison area2. The results of the 
additional simulated pumping are shown in Figure 2 below. The analysis shows an 
estimated drawdown at this location of about 8 feet after 20 years of pumping the existing 
wells. When pumping of those wells continued for the second 20 years the analysis 
shows an increased rate of drawdown of about 15 feet for a total drawdown of about 23 
feet by existing water uses after 40 years of pumping. 

The existing permits, transfers and new water right applications were then added to the 
analysis and the second 20 year simulation was run a second time. The projected 
drawdown is shown on Figure 2 below as "All" and shows a drawdown of about 47 feet 
in the second 20 years, about double the drawdown that is forecast if existing conditions 
remain unchanged. 

Recognizing the Theis analysis is a simplification of the actual conditions that may exist 
in both the study area and the comparison area, it does point to the potential 
interconnection between the two areas. Such an interconnection could cause some of the 
net recharge IDWR identified in the study area to not be available for future 
appropriations because it is part of the interconnected supply already being used by 
existing ground water users. It also shows the potential for any new water uses in the 

2 The simulated observation well was placed at this location to estimate potential drawdown in the 
immediate area without making assumptions about the transmissivity of any potential fault at this 
location. 
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study area to further deplete the CCBCGWA that IDWR's own analysis showing a net 
negative recharge, as discussed above, is being drafted beyond the reasonably anticipated 
rate of future natural recharge. 
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ANALYSIS OF SNAKE RIVER FLOW 

The Site Overview section of this report and Appendix A describe the existence of 
springs along the north side of the Snake River in the C.J. Strike to Swan Falls Dam 
reach of the river. The springs are evidence of the presence of ground water discharging 
to the river in this reach. Both Mr. Tesch and Mr. Owsley testified in their depositions 
they understood both the study and comparison areas described in the May 31, 2012 
IDWR Technical Memo are tributary to the Snake River. Technical reports submitted in 
support of several of the applications also acknowledge that ground water flow in the 
study and comparison areas is tributary to the Snake River. The location of the study and 
comparison areas, shown in Figure 1 above, shows the areas to be tributary to the Snake 
River upstream of Swan Falls Dam. The inventory of springs along the north side of the 
Snake River described above and further in the Appendix confirms ground water 
discharges to this reach of the river. 

IDAPA 37.03.08.030.01.a describes trust water as water located in the Snake River 
between Swan Falls Dam and Milner Dam and all surface and ground water sources 
tributary to the Snake River in that reach. IDAPA 37.03.08.030.01.c goes on to define 
trust water as flow in excess of an average daily flow of 3,900 cfs from April 1 through 
October 31 (summer) and flow in excess of an average daily flow of 5,600 cfs from 
November 1 to March 31 (winter) while the flow at Milner is O cfs year-round. See also 
§ 42-203B(2), Idaho Code, "For the purposes of the determination and administration of 
rights to the use of the waters of the Snake River or its tributaries downstream from 
Milner dam, no portion of the Snake River or surface or ground water tributary to the 
Snake river upstream from Milner dam shall be considered." 

An analysis of the discharge of the Snake River at the Murphy Gage located downstream 
of Swan Falls Dam was completed to evaluate the current conditions of the Snake River 
at Murphy. The analysis used available mean daily data for the Murphy Gage and for the 
total discharge of the Snake River at Milner3• 

In order to evaluate the water supply defined as trust water, the discharge measured at 
Murphy must first be reduced by subtracting the flow passing Milner Dam. Analysis by 
IDWR and others suggest using a 3 day lag time between the measured discharge of the 
Snake River at Milner and the Snake River at Murphy to account for the travel time of 
flow changes from Milner to Murphy. As flows increase water velocity also increases 
and travel time decreases resulting in a shorter lag time. 

The data selected for analysis began with 1981, consistent with the analysis by others, but 
also reflecting conditions as they were believed to exist at the time of the Swan Falls 
Agreement. Modeling efforts by IDWR and others prior to and during the Swan Falls 
Agreement negotiations attempted to define the water supply in the Snake River at Swan 
Falls Dam available at the time of the negotiations in the early 1980s. Beginning this 

3 Discharge of the Snake River at Milner is measured at two locations; the discharge is measured at the 
Snake River at Milner Gaging Station and at the Lower Milner Power Plant. The total flow of the river is 
the sum of these two measurements and that is the quantity used here. 
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analysis with 1981 data is an attempt to measure the changes, if any, to the river since the 
time of the Agreement. 

Figures 3 and 4 below were produced using mean daily flows for Murphy and Milner, 
modified as described above, and averaged for the winter and summer periods 
respectively. Figure 3 suggests the average mean daily winter discharge at Murphy, as 
modified above, has declined about 2,000 cfs since 1981 and is continuing to decline at 
about 65 cfs per year. Projecting this rate of decline forward from 2012 for 13 years 
suggests the average mean daily flow for the winter of 2025 will be 5,600 cfs, the winter 
minimum flow established by the Swan Falls Agreement and approved by the Idaho 
Legislature. 

Figure 4 suggests the average mean daily summer discharge at Murphy, as modified 
above, has declined about 1,850 cfs since 1981 and is continuing to decline at about 58 
cfs per year. The average summer flows are still high enough there is no immediate 
danger the entire average summer flow will decline to 3,900 cfs, the summer minimum 
flow established by the Swan Falls Agreement and approved by the legislature. Summer 
flows are, however, quite variable, and time periods shorter than the 7 months from April 
through October were examined to determine if one period was consistently lower than 
the entire summer period. To perform that analysis, monthly averages of mean daily 
summer flows at Murphy, as modified, were calculated for the months April through 
September with the lowest month being July. 

A 3 day lag time produced reasonable results on a monthly or longer basis but when 
shorter time periods are examined using a 3 day lag time does not produce consistent 
results. Some trials were completed using varying time periods and 10 days was selected 
as a compromise to minimize the effects of varying lag times and actual low flows 
masked by using mean daily flows averaged over a longer time period. 4 Several 10 day 
periods were tested in July and the 10 day period with the lowest average mean daily 
flows, as modified, was determined to be from July 1 through July 10 of each year. 
The result of the analysis is shown on Figure 5 below. The average of the mean daily 
flows for the July 1 - 10 period is shown to have declined over 2,000 cfs for the 1981 
through 2012 period. The linear trend for that period shows a decline of about 63 cfs per 
year, on average and the linear trend line goes below 3,900 cfs prior to 2025. 

Further analysis was made by finding the minimum 10 day average flow, adjusted as 
described above, for both the winter and summer periods. Periods during which the 
resulting average flow appeared to be an anomaly as described in footnote 4 were 
discarded. The resulting minimum 10 day average flow for the winter was 5,690 cfs for 
the period March 13 through March 22, 1991. The resulting minimum 10 day average 
flow for the summer was 4,250 cfs for the period July 12 through July 21, 2003. 

4 During the July 1 to 10 period in 1997 the discharge at Murphy dropped rapidly from over 11,000 cfs to 
about 6,500 cfs then back up to over 8,000 cfs. The discharge at Milner was similarly changing but the 3 
day lag time did not produce reasonable results. Shifting the period to July 9 through July 19 for 1997 
only, produced results more consistent with the 1997 flow difference before and after the period July 1 
through July 10. 
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Any new development at any location that reduces the discharge to the Snake River from 
the Study Area or Comparison Area will hasten the decline of Snake River discharge at 
the Murphy Gage if all other conditions remain the same. If future development does 
occur in the Study Area or Comparison Area and either the summer or winter minimum 
flows at Murphy are violated, junior upstream water users, including new development in 
the Study Area or Comparison Area would be subject to a delivery call. With the current 
declining flows in both summer and winter, that call seems inevitable. 
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PROJECT APP. 
NAME NUMBER 

Mayfield 61-12256 
Springs 
(lntermountain 
Sewer) 63-32225 

Elk Creek 61-12090 
Canyon 
(Nevid) 

61-12095 

61-12096 

Shekinah 73811 
Industries (Application 

for transfer 
of existing 
rights) 

TABLE A APPLICATIONS FOR PERMIT AND TRANSFER 
SEEKING GROUND WATER IN THE CONSOLIDATED HEARING 

(INCLUDING EXISTING PERMITS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROJECTS) 

STATUS PRIORITY DIVERSION DIVERSION PURPOSE ACRES OF 
RATE VOLUME OF USE IRRIGATION 
CFS AFA 

Application 1/17/2008 13.76 2650 Municipal 353 mun. sys. 
for permit 344 waste 

water 
Permit 9/16/2005 10 1815 Municipal 300 mun. sys. 
issued 175+ waste 
2/16/2007 water 

Permit 9/28/2006 4.02 345 Municipal, 109 mun. sys. 
issued Fire 
11/24/2009 
Application 4/3/2007 5 612 Municipal 150 mun. sys. 
for permit 30 waste 

water 
Application 4/3/2007 20.48 2400 Municipal, 460 mun.sys. 
for permit Fire unspecified 

area from 
waste water 

SRBA 1476 Irrigation 369 
Decrees to 
61-2154 1/14/1963 1.61 Irrigation 
61-2155 1/14/1963 1.74 
61-7005 8/23/1967 1.55 
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NUMBER REMARKS 
OF 
HOMES 
4200 plus 
840 equiv. 
units 
2000 Proof due 

2/1/2017 

176 Proof Due 
2014 

750 

4603 Original 
Application 
for 17,950 
units 

---- Filed 
12/7/2006 
amended 
8/21/2008 
2nd amend. 



61-7119 7/10/1972 1.55 8/28/2008 
61-7396 1/4/1980 0.65 Reinstated 
61-10374 4/30/1974 0.24 4/1 to 

5.56 (Total) 6/3/2011 
Orchard 63-32703 Application 6/21/2007 9.6 2160 Irrigation 480 ---- Orig. App 
Ranch for permit Amended sought 

to 8758 
irrigation homes 
9/27/2010 

73834 SRBADec. 2975 Irrigation 631 --- 6/21/2007 
(Application 61-7263 4/1/1976 2.4 to amended 
for transfer 61-7264A 6/10/1976 10.74 Irrigation 12/22/2010 
of existing 61-72648 6/10/1976 0.4 2nd amend. 
rights) 11.36 (Total) 1/5/2011 

Mayfield 63-32499 Application 7/28/2006 10 4860 Municipal 696 mun. sys. 8000 
Townsite for permit 200 waste 

water 
63-33344 Application 1/20/2011 9 1900@4 af/ Irrigation 475 ---- Originally 

for permit amended acre filed 
1/18/2011 3/1/2010 

63-12447 Permit 1998-04- 4 800@4 af/ Irrigation 200 ---- Proof filed 
issued 28 acre 2/26/2009 
3/10/1999 

Totals 84. 76 applic. 19,033 app. 3614 app/609 18393 app 
18.02 germit 2960 germit permit direct. 2176 ger. 
102.78 cfs 21,993 afa 574 app/175 20,569 

ger w. water res. units 
4972 acres 
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TABLE B. WITHDRAWN, REJECTED AND VOIDED APPLICATIONS AND LAPSED PERMITS 

Right Right Status Priority Date Quantity Source Purpose Point of Remarks 
Number/ Holder/ Right/App Diversion 
Transfer Applicant closed 
Number 
61-7737 Shekinah Permit 10/14/1997 N.A. 0.04 cfs Ground Commercial IS 4E 23 

Lapsed Water 
61-7739 Shekinah Permit 10/14/1997 N.A. 0.51 cfs Ground Industrial IS 4E 23 66 units 

Lapsed Water 
61-7760 Beacon Permit 5/3/2000 2/14/2011 0.62 cfs Ground Domestic IS SE 18 67 homes 

Height Lapsed Water 
61-12097 Pacific Application 5/23/2007 10/9/2007 3711 afa Ground Domestic IS 4E 8, 5934 

West Land Withdrawn Water etc 16 homes 
61-12162 Cloverleaf Application 12/28/2007 8/3/2010 2 cfs Ground Domestic IS 4E 2 347 homes 

Voided Water 
61-12168 Cloverleaf Application 1/2/2008 8/3/2010 4.5 cfs Ground Domestic IN SE 3672 

Voided Water 33,34 homes 
IS 5E4 

61-12173 Rider Application 3/21/2008 12/1/2010 4.5 cfs Ground Domestic IN SE 20, 4665 
Voided Water 21, 30 homes 

61-12174 Rider Application 3/21/2008 12/1/2010 4.5 cfs Ground Domestic IN 5E 26, 610 homes 
Voided Water 28 

61-12257 Pacific Application 4/15/2008 3/29/2011 18.2 cfs Ground Municipal IS 3E 12 9613 
West Land Withdrawn Water 1S4E7,8, homes 

16, 17, 18 
73788 Eisenman Application 11/7/2006 8/26/2009 1 cfs Ground Irrigation IS 4E 15, 50 acres 

Family withdrawn Transfer Water 22 
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Trust aoo.filed 
73789 Elk Creek Application 4/3/2007 4/15/2010 17.92 cfs Ground Irrigation IN SE 21 - 924 acres 

Canyon Rejected Transfer Water 33 
LLC app. filed IS 5E 5 -

11 
74414 Mayfield Application 11/19/2007 3/29/2011 1.91 cfs Ground Irrigation IN 4E 25, 146 acres 

Townsite Withdrawn Transfer Water 26 
app.filed 

Totals 56.9 cfs + 1120 acres 
3711 afa +24974 

home and 
bus. units 

Note: Pending Applications for Permit Nos. 61-12096 and 63-32703, as initially filed, proposed a combined total of another 22, I 05 
residential units. The total number of units proposed in the area exceeded 47,000 units. If the number of people per household 
matched that of the City of Mountain Home, the population of the proposed community would exceed 125,000. 
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TABLE C. SUMMARY OF WATER AVAILABILITY ESTIMATES FOR PROPOSED PROJECTS IN CONSOLIDATED 
HEARING AREA 

PROJECT FILING REPORT REPORT ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED NET RECHARGE AREA 
NAME NUMBER/ DATE AUTHOR RECHARGE VOLUME DIVERSION VOLUME 

APPLICANT NEEDED VOLUME 
NAME/ STATUS FOR FOR 

EXISTING PROPOSED 
USES USES 

MAYFIELD 63-32225 Mayfield March 20, SPF 8,600 to 700 af l,815af 6,085 to Indian Cr. + 3 m. buffer 
SPRINGS Sp. (Permit) 2006 32,600 af 30,085 af 49,000 acres 

January 11, IDWR 4,000 to 
2007 5,000 af 

61-12256 Inter. May 16, SPF 8,600 to 2,860 ( calc. 2,650 af 3,090 to Indian Cr. + 3 m. buffer 
Sewer& Water 2011 32,600 af from Page 12) 27,090 af 
(Application for 
Permit) 

ELK CREEK 61-12090 Elk December SPF 3,100 to 1,900 af 577 af 623 to Sand Hollow. and Bowns 
CANYON Creek (Permit) 17, 2007 14,000 af 11,523 af Cr. + 2 m. buffer 26,800 

acres 
March 30, SPF 2,400 to IO af 580 1,810 to Sand Hollow and Bowns Cr. 
2009 8,400 af 7,810 af + I m. buffer 12,000 acres 
September IDWR 821 af 10 af 345 af (permit 466 af 
30,2009 (Final limit) 

Order) 
61-12095 Nevid --- --- --- --- 612af --- See 61-12096 report 
(Application for 
permit) 
61-12096 Nevid April 28, SPF More than IO af 2,400 af -IO to Sand Hollow and Bowns Cr. 
(Application for 2010 2,400 to +5990 af +Im. buffer 
permit) 8,400 af 
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SHEKINAH 73811 Shekinah December Brockway, 2,250 afof --- 1,475 af -- Model evaluates change in 
INDUSTRlES (Application for 28,2009 Engineering under flow g. w. levels caused by 

transfer) per mile transfer 
April 14, IDWR --- --- 1,476 af --- Technical review of 
20IO Brockway, December 28, 

2009 report 
ORCHARD 73834 --- --- --- --- --- --- See 63-32703 tech reports 
RANCH Orchard Ranch 

(Application for 
transfer) 
63-32703 Orchard May 30, SPF Not estimated Not estimated Not estimated Not Amended to irrigation after 
Ranch 2007 estimated this report. 
(Application for February 24, SPF Not estimated Not estimated 4,820 af Not Amended to irrigation after 
permit) 2009 (combined/ estimated this report. 

transfer) 
March 7, IDWR 821 af 355 af l,920to2,160 -1,454 to Est. from Final Order for 
2011 af -1,654 af Permit No. 61-12090 

MAYFIELD 63-32499 Mayfield November I, SPF 6,000 to 2,500 af 4,860 af -1,360 to Indian Cr. + 2 m. buffer 
TOWNSITE T.S. (Application 2007 31,590 af excluding +24,230 af 27,500 acres 

for permit) Permit No. 63-
12447 

February IO, IDWR 2,504 to 2,627 af 4,860 af -4,983 to 18,000 acres 
2009 12,761 af +5,274 af 

63-33344 January 11, SPF 6,000 to 3,100 af 1,188 af 1,712 to Uses estimate for 63-32499 
Ark/Mayfield T.S. 2011 31,590 af including (depletion) 27,302 af 
(Application for Permit No. 63-
permit) 12447 

----- GENERAL February 24, IDWR -5.3 to 50.1 391,680 acres 
REPORTS 2009 cfs 

May 31, IDWR 11,063 af 3,943 af -- 7,120 af Study area 
2012 4,897 af 14,296 af --- -9399 af Comparison area 

15,960 af 18,239 af --- -2279 af Combined area 
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TABLED. WATER BUDGET FOR THE CONSOLIDATED HEARING STUDY 
AREA AND THE CINDER CONE COMP ARI SON AREA 

(CONSERVATIVE ASSUMPTIONS) 

COMPONENT CONSOLIDATED CINDER COMBINED EXPLANATORY 
HEARING CONE AREA INFORMATION 
STUDY AREA COMPARISON AND 

AREA ASSUMPTIONS 
Recharge 11,063 afa 4,897 afa 15,960 afa IDWR Table 3, 

Item 10 
Adjustments: No input from 
Blacks Creek -1485 afa NA -1485 afa Blacks Creek or 
Non-recharge Non-charge area 
Area -2656 afa -2025 afa -4681 afa 
Adjusted 
Recharge 6922 afa 2872 afa 9794 afa 
(Rounded to 
nearest (7000 afa) (3000 afa) (10,000 afa) 
thousand) 

Water No return of 
Required to 4148 afa 29010 afa 33, 158 afa pumped water to 
Satisfy regional aquifer. 
Existing and (4000 afa) (29,000 afa) (33,000 afa) De minimis rights 
Permitted not included 
Water Rights 

Net Volume 
Available for 3000 afa -26,000 afa -23,000 afa 
Appropriation 

Volume sought No return of 
by pending 19,000 afa 0 afa 19,000 afa pumped water to 
applications regional aquifer 

Shortage of 
water available -16,000 afa -26,000 afa -42,000 afa 
to satisfy 
existing rights 
and all pending 
applications 
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RIGHT 
NUMBER 
63-2655 

61-10124 

63-3070 

63-7571 

63-32615 

63-32616 

61-7246B 

61-7283B 

63-10372 

63-11382 

63-11524 

63-12447 

TABLE E. ACTIVE RIGHTS FROM GROUND WATER IN THE HEARING AREA 
(IRRIGATION AND USES OTHER THAN DE MINIMIS DOMESTIC AND STOCK WATER) 

OWNER PRIORITY STATUS SOURCE AMOUNT PURPOSE ACRES DIVERSION 
DATE T/R/SEC. 

Lord December SRBA Ground 1 cfs Irrigation 53 acres IN 4E 23 
Ranch 27, 1946 Decree Water 212 afa 
State of March 1, SRBA Ground 0.18 cfs Domestic -- IS 4E 30 
Idaho 1954 Decree Water 87.5 afa 
Agenbroad, December SRBA Ground 0.02 cfs Irrigation, 1 acre IN 4E 28 
Carl 13, 1955 Decree Water 4.5 afa Domestic 
French, March 21, SRBA Ground 0.09 cfs Commercial -- IN 4E 29 
Robert 1972 Decree Water 4 afa and32 
Helmick, October SRBA Ground 0.07 cfs Irrigation 4 acres IN 4E 28 
Keith 17, 1974 Decree Water 19.2 afa 
Johnson, October SRBA Ground 2.37 cfs Irrigation 145 acres IN 4E 28 
Gregory 17, 1974 Decree Water 651.3 afa 
State of December SRBA Ground 0.3 cfs Industrial -- IS 3E 35 
Idaho 16, 1975 Decree Water 67.5 afa etc. 2S 3E2 
State of August 23, SRBA Ground 0.1 cfs Industrial -- IS 3E 33 
Idaho 1976 Decree Water 22.5 afa etc. 
French, July 28, License Ground 0.2 cfs Irrigation 1 acre IN 4E29 
Robert 1986 Water 16.7 afa Commercial and 32 

etc 
Danskin May 15, License Ground 0.22 cfs Irrigation 8.5 acres IN 4E 27 
Properties 1990 Water 44.2 afa Domestic 
State of April 17, License Ground 0.11 cfs Domestic -- IN 3E 11 
Idaho 1991 Water 42.8 afa 
Ark/May- April 28, Permit Ground 4 cfs Irrigation 200 acres IN 4E 24; 
field T.S. 1998 Water 800 afa* IN 5E 19 
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REMARKS 

Combined 
limit 0.2 cfs 
63-7571 

Proof filed 
2/26/2009 



63-12494 Dan.skin December Permit Ground 0.16 cfs Domestic -- IN 4E 27 Proof filed 
Properties 9, 1998 Water 16 afa* and 34 2/27/2004 

63-32225 Inter. September Permit Ground 10 cfs Municipal -- IN 4E 28 Proof due 
Sewer 16,2005 Water 1815 afa and 33 2/1/2017 

61-12090 Nevid September Permit Ground 4.02 cfs Municipal -- IS 4E2 Proof due 
28,2006 Water 345 afa Fire Prot. and 11 7/1/2014 

Totals --- --- --- --- 22.8 cfs I 4148.2 afa 412.5 --- ---
acres 

* Estimated at 4 afa per acre 
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Owner 
Name 

Hall 

Carl 
Reynolds 

TABLE F. ACTIVE RIGHTS FROM GROUND WATER IN CINDER CONE COMPARISON AREA 
(IRRIGATION AND USES OTHER THAN DE MINIMIS DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER) 

Right No. Priority Status Authorized Purpose Acres Authorized Diversion 
Date Diversion volume T/R/Sec 

(61- ) Rate (cfs) (af/vr) 
7197 9/16/1974 SRBADec 13 * Irrigation 785 * 3532.5 * 2S 4E 27, 

28,34 
7239 8/25/1975 SRBADec " Irrigation " " " 
7321 4/4/1977 SRBADec " Irrigation " " " 
7442 6/24/1997 License 2.92 Irrigation 146 584 2S 4E 28 

(1.7 cfs 
additional) 

7210 12/19/1974 SRBADec 15.74* Irrigation 1068.3 * 4273.2* 2S 4E 36 
2S 5E 30 

12013 12/8/1980 License " Irrigation " " " 
12080 9/6/1974 SRBADec " Irrigation " " " 

12079 12/8/1980 License 0.92 Irrigation 63 252 3S 5E 6 

12081 9/6/1974 SRBADec 1.99 Irrigation 99.7 398.8 3S 5E 6 

7265 4/12/1976 SRBADec 0.72 Irrigation 87.8 351.3 3S 5E 6 

7204 1/5/1975 License 17.92* Irrigation 924* 4037.5* 2S 4E 35 
2S 5E 19 
3S 5E6 

7206C 11/8/1974 SRBADec " Irrigation " " " 
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Remarks 

14.7 cfs 
limit 



7330 5/24/1977 SRBADec " Irrigation " " " 
12015 9/10/1975 SRBADec " Irrigation " " " 
12017 9/6/1974 SRBADec " Irrigation " " " 

7207A 11/18/1974 SRBADec 7.17* Irrigation 451* 1804* 2S 4E 20, 
22 

7207B 11/18/1974 SRBADec " lrriJiation " " " 
7306B 2/1/1977 SRBADec " Irrigation " " " 

Adams 12253 4/20/1979 SRBA Dec 0.12 Irrigation 10.9 43.4 2S SE 1 

Wegner 12143 4/20/1979 SRBADec 0.12 Irrigation 10.5 41.9 2S SE 1 

N. Cinder 7306C 5/19/1987 SRBADec 16.39* Irrigation 812* 3248* 2S SE 20 
Cone 

7390 5/19/1987 SRBADec " Irrigation " " II 

12011 9/6/1974 SRBADec " Irrigation " " " 
12078 12/8/1980 License " Irrigation " " " 

Atwood 12132 12/16/1975 SRBADec 0.2 Irrigation 10 45 2S 4E 23 

Eisenman 7283A 8/23/1976 SRBADec 1.5 Irrigation 75 337.5 2S 4E 11 
11966 12/16/1975 SRBADec 0.6 Irrigation 30 135 " 

Idaho 7306D 5/19/1987 SRBADec 1.0 Irrigation, 14.5 171.5 2S SE 7 
Waste etc 2S SE 20 

Van 7202 10/22/1974 SRBADec 2.6 Irrigation 133 598.5 2S 4E 36 
Grouw 

7247C 1/10/1976 SRBADec 2.88 Irrigation 144 576 " 
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7253B 1/23/1976 SRBADec 2.32 Irrigation 80.5 608.4 2S 4E 14 
Commercial 
Stock 

7255 2/17/1976 License 2.76 Irrigation 138 552 2S 4E 25 
7271 6/22/1976 SRBADec 1.97 Irrigation 126 504 2S 4E 24, 

25 
7420 9/30/1980 SRBADec 2.27 Irrigation 140 560 2S 4E 14 

Juniper St. 12133 12/16/1975 SRBADec 0.92 Irrigation 46 207 2S 4E 11 

Reade 12126 12/16/1975 SRBADec 0.05 Irrigation 2.5 11.3 2S 4E 23 

Brooks 12131 12/16/1975 SRBADec 0.2 Irrigation 10 45 2S 4E 23 

Jason 7203 11/25/1976 License 2.3* Irrigation 279* 1103* 3S4E2 
Reynolds 

7399 4/5/1980 SRBADec " Irrigation " " 3S4E2 

7247B 1/10/1976 SRBADec 1.2 Irrigation 60 240 2S 5E 31 
7247D 1/10/1976 SRBADec 1.96 Irrigation 98 392 3S 5E 6 

Denning 12019 4/20/1979 SRBADec 0.12 Irrigation 11 44.1 2S 5E 1 

Prindle 12130 12/16/1975 SRBADec 0.4 Irrigation 20 90 2S 4E 23 

Johnson 7263 4/1/1976 SRBADec 11.36* Irrigation 165 2975* 3S 5E 6 
7264A 6/10/1976 SRBADec " Irrigation 446 " " 
7264B 6/10/1976 SRBADec " Irrigation 20 " " 

Galbreath 12127 12/16/1975 SRBADec 0.05 Irrigation 2.5 11.3 2S 4E 23 
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Norstebon 7435 SRBADec 0.1 Irrigation 8 32 2S 6E6 
Suncrest 12128 12/16/1975 SRBADec 0.1 Irrigation 5 22.5 2S 4E 23 
Frisbee 12129 12/16/1975 SRBADec 0.1 Irrigation 5 22.5 2S 4E 23 
Perez 12125 12/16/1975 SRBADec 0.1 Irrigation 5 22.5 2S 4E 23 
Viel Gluck 12112 4/20/1979 SRBADec 2.78 Irrigation 248 992 2S SE 2, 

11 
Pac. Hide 12113 4/20/1979 SRBADec 0.06 Commercial -- 15.6 2S 4E 1 
Rose 12254 4/20/1979 SRBADec 0.25 Irrigation 21.7 87 2S SE 1 
Kelly 12038 4/20/1979 SRBADec 0.12 Irrigation 10.9 43 .5 2S SE 1 

Totals 116.1 6812.8 29010.8 
cfs acres afa 

*Combined limits apply to the diversion rate, annual diversion volume, and/or acreage allowed to be irrigated in a single season for 
the indicated right and the right(s) immediately following in the list. 
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TABLE G. ACTIVE WATER RIGHTS FROM SURFACE WATER SOURCES IN STUDY AREA AND COMPARISON AREA 
(IRRIGATION AND USES OTHER THAN DE MINIMIS DOMESTIC AND STOCKWATER) 

RIGHT OWNER PRIORITY STATUS SOURCE AMOUNT PURPOSE ACRES Diversion REMARKS 
NUMBER DATE T/R/Sec. 
61-251 Mack October I, SRBA Canyon 1.5 cfs Irrigation 20 acres IS 6E 36 

1878 Decree Creek 
61-260 Taylor October 1, SRBA Syrup 1 cfs Irrigation 10 acres IS 6E 25 Combined Limit: 18 

1890 Decree Creek acres with 61-261A 
61-261A Taylor October I, SRBA Long Tom 1 cfs Irrigation 10 acres IS 7E 31 Combined Limit: 18 

1890 Decree Creek acres with 61-260 
61-261B Cox October 1, SRBA Long Tom 0.5 cfs Irrigation 5 acres IS 7E 31 

1890 Decree Creek 
61-10856 Urquidi March 3, SRBA Syrup 0.33 cfs Irrigation 14.6acres IS 6E 24 

1893 Decree Creek Stock 
61-7600 Russell September License Ditto 0.7 cfs Irrigation, 35 acres IS SE 23 Trust water 

25, 1989 Creek Storage, 
etc. 

61-7664 Norstebon May 1, Permit Mud 0.18 cfs Irrigation 8 acres 2S6E6 Trust water 
1991 Springs Stock Proof filed 

Creek 11/6/1991 
61-12062 Doyle December Permit Mud 2.4 cfs Irrigation, 240 acres 2S 6E 6 Trust water 

16,2004 Springs Storage, Proof due 10/1/2015 
Creek etc 

63-2046 Ark November SRBA Indian 2.58 cfs Irrigation 129 acres IN SE 8 
Properties 7, 1906 Decree Creek and 17 

63-2118 Lord February 2, SRBA Slater 1.37 cfs Irrigation 68.4 acres IN 4E 12 
1910 Decree Creek 
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63-4679 IDFG October SRBA Indian 2450 afa Rec. -- IN 4E 29 
13, 1920 Decree Creek Storal];e and 30 

63-32536 Lord April 1, SRBA WF Slater 1.95 cfs Irrigation, 91.4 acres IN 4E 1 & 
1910 Decree Ck& Storage, 2 

unnamed Stockwater 2N 4E 36 
streams 

63-33233 Lord October SRBA Slater Ck 0.66 cfs Irrigation, 33 acres IN 4E 23 Combined limit of 
Ranch 21, 1910 Decree & Domestic 1.06 cfs and 53 

unnamed acres with 63-2655 
streams & 63-33393 

63-33393 Lord June 26, SRBA Slater Ck 0.4 cfs Irrigation 20 acres IN 4E 23 Combined limit of 
Ranch 1911 Decree and 1.06 cfs and 53 

unnamed acres with 63-2655 
streams & 63-33233 

Totals 14.6 cfs + 682 acres 
2450 afa 
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SPRING SITE VISITS NORTH SIDE OF SNAKE RIVER ABOVE SW AN FALLS DAM 

Figure 1 in the body of this report shows the area between Mountain Home and Boise and south 
to the Snake River Canyon including the areas visited to identify springs on the north side of the 
Snake River. Site visits were made by ERO staff and Pete Vidmar of Idaho Power Company on 
June 14 and June 22, 2012. The photos following in this appendix show evidence of the 
presence of springs on the north side of the Snake River Canyon between Swan Falls Dam and 
CJ Strike Dam and Reservoir. 

Figure A-1 shows the area along the Snake River where a group of photos were taken on June 
14, 2012 showing evidence of springs along the north side of the Snake River. The blue map 
pins in Figure A-1 show the approximate location of photos 1-7 that follow. These photos were 
taken from about 9:30 a.m. until about 11 :30 a.m. on the morning of June 14, 2012. The number 
by each pin gives the location of the photo with the same number. The arrow is the approximate 
direction the camera was facing for the photo. 

Photo 1 shows evidence of moisture close to the surface to support the Russian olive and 
willow growth visible in the photo. Photo location SW¼SW¼ Sec 15 Twp 3S Rge IE. 

Photo 2 is of the same area showing the lush growth present on June 14, 2012. No water 
was apparent on the surface in this area but the growth indicates water is close to the 
surface and has been for a number of years to produce the size growth present. Photo 
location SW¼SW¼ Sec 15 Twp 3S Rge IE. 

Photo 3 shows tule growth in addition to the Russian olives indicating water is likely 
more available at this location than at the location of photos 1 and 2. Photo location 
NW¼SW¼ Sec 15 Twp 3S Rge IE. 

Photo 4 shows water standing on the surface near the location of Photo 3 but where 
vegetation is less dense and the water is visible. Photo location Lot 6 Sec 16 Twp 3S Rge 
IE. 

Photo 5 shows a fairly large expanse of rushes indicating plentiful water availability 
along with Russian olives near the locations of Photos 3 and 4. The extent of vegetation 
here indicates a relatively large area maintains moisture sufficient for Russian olive and 
other water loving plants to survive. Photo location Lot 6 Sec 16 Twp 3S Rge IE. 

Photo 6 is looking away from the river up a small canyon showing the water loving 
vegetation that extends along the bottom of the gulley. Photo location Lot 6 Sec 16 Twp 
3S Rge IE. 

Photo 7 is another area farther down the Snake River where moisture is present in 
sufficient quantity to support water loving plant growth including Russian olives, tules, 
and willows. Photo location Lot 6 Sec 16 Twp 3S Rge IE. 
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Figure A-2 shows the location of photos taken in the vicinity of Rabbit Creek which is tributary 
to the north side of the Snake River between Swan Falls and CJ Strike. Again the blue map pins 
show the locations of the photos taken in this area. The numbers and arrows are as described 
above. These photos were taken from about 9:00 a.m. to about 12:15 p.m. on June 22, 2012. 

Photo 8 shows a flume installed in Rabbit Creek down stream from Big Foot Road that 
parallels the river in this reach. Stream flow at this location was measured at 5.7 gpm at 
about 9 a.m. on June 22, 2012. Photo location Lot 1 Sec 11 Twp 4S Rge 2E. 

Photo 9 is taken a short distance up Rabbit Creek showing evidence of springs along the 
west side of the Rabbit Creek canyon. Photo location NW¼SW¼ Sec 11 Twp 4S Rge 
2E. 

Photo 10 is taken further up Rabbit Creek where the flow is measured at about 24 gpm at 
about 10:30 a.m. on June 21, 2012. Photo location NE¼SW¼ Sec 11 Twp 4S Rge 2E. 

Photo 11 is a short distance further up Rabbit Creek where the channel is dry with no 
evidence of any recent water flow in the area. Photo location NE¼SW¼ Sec 11 Twp 4S 
Rge 2E. 

Photo 12 gives prospective of the distance from near the face of the rock where Photo 10 
was taken and the stream flow measurement was made to the location where this photo 
was taken and Rabbit Creek gained the 24 gpm that was measured. Photo location 
NE¼SW¼ Sec 11 Twp 4S Rge 2E. 

Photo 13 is looking down the Snake River along the north canyon wall from just 
downstream of Rabbit Creek. The line of vegetation through the center of the photo 
indicates springs occurring at an elevation above the river in sufficient quantity to support 
water loving vegetation. The appearance of water loving vegetation above the elevation 
of the Snake River was common in the area visited on both June 14 and June 22, 2012. 
Photo location Lot 6 Sec 10 Twp 4S Rge 2E. 

Photo 14 shows water at a road culvert downstream of Rabbit Creek. Photo location Lot 
5 Sec 10 Twp 4S Rge 2E. 

Photo 15 is looking up gradient from the location of the water in Photo 14 and shows the 
occurrence of springs above the elevation of the Snake River. Photo location Lot 5 Sec 
10 Twp 4S Rge 2E. 

Photo 16 is looking back towards the river at vegetation indicating the presence of water 
near the land surface in a small unnamed drainage downstream from Rabbit Creek. 
Photo location NW¼NE ¼ Sec 10 Twp 4S Rge 2E. 
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Photo 17 is looking upstream from Photo 16 showing a drainage with small areas of less 
vegetation indicating the location of water near the surface. Photo location NW¼NE¼ 
Sec 10 Twp 4S Rge 2E. 

Photo 18 is further upstream with tules in the right center of the photo indicating the 
presence of water near the surface and a willow in the left background of the photo also 
indicating water near the surface. The areas of wet and dry continued further up this 
drainage with some areas of water visible on the land surface. Photo location SW¼SE¼ 
Sec 3 Twp 4S Rge 2E. 
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Figure A-3 shows the location where springs historically occurred but have either ceased to flow 
or have limited discharge. These photos were taken from about 3:30 to 4:00 p.m. on June 14, 
2012. The blue map pins, numbers and arrows are as described above. 

Photo 19 is the remnants of a water trough that had been filled with spring water in the 
past but the spring flow is no longer sufficient. A small amount of water seeps from this 
location. Photo location NW¼NW¼ Sec 35 Twp 4S Rge 3E. 

Photo 20 shows tree growth indicating some amount of water is still available close to the 
surface in the vicinity of the watering trough but water is no longer sufficient to reach the 
surface in this area. Photo location NW¼NW¼ Sec 35 Twp 4S Rge 3E. 

Photo 21 shows the location of Jack Spring and Jack Creek as identified upon the 1948 
U.S. Geological Survey 7.5 minute Dorsey Butte Quadrangle map. Photo location 
NE¼NE¼ Sec 12 Twp 5S Rge 3E. 

Photo 22 is a closer view of the reported location of Jack Spring in the same area as 
Photo 21. Photo location same as Photo 21. Some of the locals attribute the loss of 
spring flow to the 1959 Yellowstone earthquake; however, there is significant ground 
water development on top of the plateau above this location on the north side of the 
Snake River. No measurement data have been found to date to either confirm or refute 
the 1959 earthquake had an effect on spring flow in this area. 

These photos help illustrate the connectivity of ground water on the north side of the Snake 
River. The water loving vegetation on and along the north canyon of the Snake River in this 
reach must obtain its water supply from ground water as no other water supply exists for the 
period of time necessary to support the observed vegetation. 
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Mountain Home Corridor Response 
January 31, 2013 

This report is submitted on behalf of Idaho Power Company (IPCo) to further assist the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) and its hearing officer in reviewing the 
six applications for permit to appropriate ground water and two applications for transfer 
under consideration in the consolidated hearing (IDWR, January 24, 2012). SPF Water 
Engineering, LLC (SPF) submitted a memorandum (SPF, November 15, 2012) 
responding to the Idaho Department of Water Resources staff Memorandum (IDWR, 
May 31, 2012) on behalf of Mayfield Townsite LLC (Application for Permit No. 63-
32499), Nevid LLC (Applications for Permit Nos. 61-12095 and 61-12096) and Mayfield 
Townsite/ARK Properties (Application for Permit No. 63-33344). The opinions and 
conclusions in SPF's memorandum relate to the three general questions used as the 
outline in this report. 

The size, nature and arid location of the proposed projects provide added incentive to 
seek sound technical data and exercise appropriate technical methodology to insure that 
the estimate used to determine the adequacy of the water supply for the proposed projects 
is within the amount actually available and sustainable from the source of supply. 
Investors in the projects, purchasers of lots and homes, families that move into the new 
communities and those that presently rely upon the limited water resources in the area 
will be at risk if the estimate overstates the actual water supply. After the lots are sold, 
the houses, shops and other facilities are built and families have moved into the new 
community is not an acceptable time for determining that the estimate of water 
availability was too optimistic. 

QUESTION NO. 1. Should IDWR's estimate of the volume of ground water available 
for appropriation in the consolidated hearing study area be increased? 

SPF suggests a number of reasons for either increasing IDWR's estimate of the volume 
of ground water available for appropriation or for at least considering IDWR's estimate 
as conservatively low. ERO responds to SPF's suggested reasons as follows: 

a. Does upwelling geothermal water add to the supply? 

SPF requests that ID WR' s estimate of the average rate of annual recharge to the 
consolidated hearing study area be increased by 550 afa to include upwelling geothermal 
water (Page 2, Item No. 1 and Pages 7 and 8, Items No. 16 and 17). 

Response: The basis for this request is a suggestion in a recent report (Welhan, February 
2012, Page 2) that elevated temperatures in some wells may be caused by mixing of 
geothermal water originating outside of the consolidated hearing study area. An earlier 
study (IDWR, September 1976) found that elevated ground-water temperatures in 
southern Idaho, including wells in the study and comparison areas, are attributable to the 
upward movement of heat without always having an associated upwelling of heated 
ground water from sources of deep circulation. 
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Welhan references the IDWR report, but concludes that water temperatures observed in 
shallow wells in the consolidated hearing study area are too high to exist without 
circulating water (Welhan, February 2012, Page 19). However, the 21-25° F range in 
temperature increase observed in shallow wells in the area is equal to 12-14 ° C rather 
than 38-45° C (final paragraph, Page 19, Welhan, February 2012). A 14° C temperature 
increase in a 600 feet deep well requires a temperature gradient of 76° C/km. This 
revised temperature gradient, though high, is consistent with that listed for some wells in 
and near the consolidated hearing study area in IDWR's earlier report (IDWR, 1976, for 
example see Pages 90 to 94). 

If some or all of the elevated temperature is attributable to regional heat flow through 
conductivity and not entirely from mixing of upwelling geothermal water , the estimate of 
the percentage of geothermal water will be lower than Welhan suggested. Given the 
uncertainty regarding the volume, if any, of upwelling geothermal water, IDWR's 
recharge estimate is appropriately conservative in not including this factor. 

b. Should the estimate of ground water supply be increased if DCMI uses are not 
fully consumptive? 

SPF requests that IDWR;s estimate of the average rate of annual recharge to the 
consolidated hearing study area be increased by 180 afa because not all water diverted for 
"DCMI" purposes is consumptively used and some of the irrigation assumed by IDWR is 
on land without water rights (Page 2, Item No. 2 and Page 8, Item No. 18). 

Response: IDWR's estimate of water availability should not be increased in reliance 
upon unconsumed water returning to the aquifer. The timely return to the regional 
aquifer in the consolidated hearing study area of water diverted but not consumed is not 
assured because of layers of fine sediment and other low permeability materials 
overlaying the regional aquifer. Such layers impede the downward movement of water 
and can encourage lateral movement potentially making the water unavailable for re
diversion by wells in the consolidated hearing study area. 

The documents posted by IDWR for this matter include drillers' reports for some wells 
constructed in and near the area proposed for development (Item 9, Other EAC Logs). 
Attached are additional drillers' reports downloaded from IDWR's electronic record of 
drillers' reports for other wells in this area that IDWR did not included in the posted 
information for this matter. Most of these reports show that wells in the area penetrate a 
significant thickness of clay and other fine-grained materials above the water-producing 
zone developed by the well. Typically, the post-construction static water level is reported 
to be significantly above the level water was first encountered in the well. This confirms 
that the low permeability materials above the producing zone cover a significant area. 
Water percolating downward from the surface would have to overcome the hydraulic 
pressure of the producing zone to re-enter the regional aquifer, but the drillers' reports do 
not identify the extensive depth of saturated materials needed. Such conditions, 
described in some but not all drillers' reports in the consolidated hearing study area, 
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indicate that hydrogeology of the consolidated hearing study area is complex and water 
once diverted may not have a direct path back to the aquifer. For this reason, water 
diverted from the regional aquifer should not be considered to be available for further 
diversion and use without information to accurately estimate the amount, timing and 
location of unconsumed water reaching the regional aquifer. 

Further, IDWR's estimate should not be adjusted because some of the estimated water 
use occurred on land without valid water rights. Conversely, IDWR's estimate does not 
include water use on acres authorized to use water under valid existing rights that were 
not irrigated in 2011. ID WR assumed that long-term annual withdrawals of ground water 
can be accurately estimated from the use of water observed in the consolidated hearing 
study area in a single year instead of conservatively recognizing that diversion and use of 
ground water can occur under all valid water rights. This concept is particularly 
applicable to the consolidated hearing study area because rights found to be valid in the 
SRBA are unlikely to have been lost by abandonment or forfeiture in the relatively short 
time since the partial decrees were issued. In addition, holders of existing rights are 
motivated to use water to protect their water rights, at least in part, because of the demand 
created by the projects under consideration in the consolidated hearing. Accordingly, the 
full volume authorized by existing rights should be recognized when determining 
whether un-appropriated water is available for new uses. 

Assuming all valid rights are fully used and that unconsumed water is not available for 
re-diversion from the aquifer, the volume of water available for appropriation for new 
uses is only 3,000 afa if the consolidated hearing study area is indeed a water source 
separated from the Cinder Cone Butte Critical Ground Water Area (CGWA) comparison 
area as implied by the separate estimates of water supplies for the two areas in IDWR's 
staff report (May 31, 2012). However, because information is not available to confirm 
that the areas are separate, the water supply is over-appropriated by 23,000 afa by 
existing and permitted uses (ERO, November 14, 2012, Table D). 

c. Is the volume of evapotranspiration accurately estimated? 

SPF expresses concern that, because the rate of evapotranspiration is the most uncertain 
parameter in the water budget, an overestimate of this parameter could result in a 
substantial underestimate of aquifer recharge (Page 2, Item No. 3). SPF does not 
suggest a more credible estimate for this parameter. 

Response: IDWR used the best available data for estimating evapotranspiration 
in preparing its estimate. It is just as likely that the volume of evapotranspiration is too 
small, and hence the volume of aquifer recharge is too large in IDWR' s estimate. 

In the event that there is precipitation that exceeds evapotranspiration at times, reliable 
information is not available to estimate how much actually reaches the regional aquifer 
for use within the consolidated hearing study area. Precipitation in excess of 
evapotranspiration is retained in the soil profile to support vegetative growth during the 
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growing season when precipitation is limited. This is particularly true for the generally 
southwest facing slopes of the recharge area that are likely to warm earlier than either 
Arrowrock or Anderson Ranch weather stations and are thus better able to use the early 
season moisture to exhibit higher evapotranspiration than at either weather station. All 
precipitation in excess of that needed for on-going evapotranspiration and to fill the root 
zone may not accrue as recharge to the regional aquifer because significant layers of 
sediment, previously discussed in this report, can prevent water from reaching the 
regional aquifer at a location to allow diversion and use within the consolidated hearing 
study area. 

d. Will failure to develop existing permits free up water for the pending 
applications? 

SPF asserts that the net annual recharge is larger than IDWR's estimate if existing 
permits are not developed, but does not provide an estimate of the additional volume that 
will become available if the permits are not fully developed (Page 2, Item No. 5 and Page 
9, Item No. 20). 

Response: ERO identified only four active permits in the consolidated hearing study area 
(Table E, Page 37 and 38, ERO November 14, 2012). IDWR has now issued licenses 
confirming development of essentially the permitted amount for two of the permits (63-
12447 Ark Properties/Mayfield Townsite and 63-12494 Danskin Properties). The 
remaining two permits (61-12090 Nevid and 63-32225 Intermountain Sewer) are 
associated with developments under consideration in the consolidated hearing. These 
permits, having priorities earlier in time than the pending applications for the same 
projects, can be expected to be fully developed before or in conjunction with developing 
the applications (if the applications are approved). There is no basis for concluding that 
the existing permits will not be fully developed to justify an increase in IDWR's estimate 
of net annual recharge. 

e. Is recharge greater than estimated in certain parts of the non-recharge area? 

SPF suggests that portions of the "non-recharge area" may have greater infiltration rates 
than recognized in IDWR's recharge estimate (Page 7, Item 15). SPF does not provide 
an estimate of the land area involved or the increase in volume of recharge water that 
should be considered. 

Response: IDWR describes the separation between the recharge and non-recharge areas 
as the 3,600-foot land surface contour representing the transition between the foothills 
and the plateau (IDWR, May 31, 2012, Page 5) and uses this as a boundary between areas 
of significant recharge potential and areas of limited recharge potential. This arbitrary 
separation of the recharge area from the non-recharge area makes it is as likely that 
infiltration rates are over estimated as under estimated. 
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SPF observes that the beds of streams entering the non-recharge area can have high 
seepage rates. However, an increase in the estimate of recharge from precipitation falling 
directly on the non-recharge area is not justified because the portion of the area occupied 
by stream channels is insignificant compared to the entire non-recharge area. Percolation 
in stream channels in the non-recharge area of flow originating upstream in the area 
delineated as the recharge area is already included in the estimate of recharge for that 
area. 

ERO reiterates its contention that the total volume of recharge in the non-recharge area 
should not be considered as water available for the developments under consideration in 
the consolidated hearing because most of the area is down gradient from the proposed 
development. All of the recharge is available only if the draw down resulting from 
ground water withdrawal for the developments is so severe as to reverse the gradient of 
the aquifer. 

QUESTION NO. 2. Do ground water levels in the consolidated hearing study area 
behave differently than in the CGWA comparison area? 

SPF points to ground water levels in the consolidated hearing study area that are more 
stable than those in the CGW A as a basis for asserting that ground water is available for 
the proposed projects and suggests the following as reasons why IDWR should give 
weight to this phenomenon to justify approval of the pending applications: 

a. Are results from recent, more extensive data collection efforts adequate to 
show that water levels are stable? 

SPF notes that the more extensive collection of hydrologic data in the area for recent 
years indicates "relatively stable groundwater levels" (Page 6, Items 9 and 10). 

Response: An abundance of data related to recent conditions during a period of above 
average precipitation does not substitute for a long-term record. 

b. Are ground water level decline problems only associated with a limited area, 
remote from the proposed development area? 

SPF noted that the area of greatest ground water level declines is limited to the southern 
portion of the CGWA and that the affects of"approximately four decades" of pumping in 
the CGW A have not propagated into the portion of the consolidated hearing study area in 
which appropriations are sought (Pages 5 and 6, Item No. 8 and Page 11, Item No. 26). 

Response: Existing ground water withdrawals in the CGWA are concentrated in the area 
noted by SPF, and as would be expected, ground water declines are also greater in this 
area. However, information and studies are available showing the spread of declines 
beyond the immediate area of pumping into the consolidated hearing study area. This 
information suggests that the rate of decline resulting from existing uses in the CGWA is 
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increasing and that if ground water withdrawals are increased as proposed in the 
applications under consideration in the consolidated hearing, the rate of decline of ground 
water levels and the consequent impacts to the flow of Snake River will continue to 
mcrease. 

IDWR's ground water change maps (IDWR, May 31, 2012 Page 7) show that ground 
water declines have migrated out of the CGWA into the consolidated hearing study area. 
These maps show that the area exhibiting the largest decline experienced more than 90 
feet of decline in the latest decade compared to about 30 feet in the previous decade. 
This is because, at least in part, annual ground water pump withdrawals have not been at 
the maximum authorized rate every year during the four decades since development 
began (ERO, November 14, 2012 Pages 8 and 16). Figure 9 on Page 19 ofIDWR's staff 
memorandum (IDWR, May 31, 2012) shows that the downward trend in ground water 
levels in the CGWA continues unabated decades after further development was halted. 

The aquifer analysis done by ERO (ERO, November 14, 2012 Pages 18 and 19) shows 
ground water declines of more than 20 feet in a hypothetical observation well located 
north ofl-84 on the boundary between IDWR's consolidated hearing study area and 
CGWA comparison area resulting from 20 years of withdrawals under existing rights. 
Adding the affects of using ground water during the same 20-year period as proposed in 
the applications under consideration in the consolidated hearing more than doubles the 
ground water level decline at this location. 

The boundaries of the CGW A and the Mountain Home Ground Water Management area 
were drawn based upon information available to IDWR in the early 1980s. The 
continuing ground water declines and the spread of the declines beyond the boundaries 
justify a review to expand the boundaries. 

c. Can ground water declines to the extent now occurring in the CGWA be 
expected to occur in the area proposed for development? 

SPF takes exception to IDWR's conclusion that ground water declines similar to those 
observed in the CGWA will occur in the consolidated hearing study area if the 
applications are approved. SPF notes that estimated withdrawals in the CG WA are about 
triple IDWR' s estimate of recharge in the CGWA comparison area while the present 
withdrawals of ground water in the consolidated hearing study area are only a fraction of 
the estimated recharge to the consolidated hearing study area (Page 3, Item No. 8 and 
Page 12, Item No. 29}. SPF calculated that the annual volume that will be depleted from 
the aquifer if the proposed projects are all fully developed is an additional 14,200 afa. 
This amount is double the average recharge estimate for the consolidated hearing study 
area aquifers (Pages 2 and 3, Item No. 6 and Pages 10 and 11, Item Nos. 23, 24 and 25). 

Response: SPF' s estimate of water required for the proposed uses is lower than the 
volumes authorized under the vested rights being transferred and its own volume 
estimates in reports filed on behalf of the applicants concerning the adequacy of the water 
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supply for the requested projects. Table A, Page 31, ofERO's first report submitted in 
this matter indicates that a total of about 19,000 afa is sought by the applications pending 
in the consolidated hearing (ERO, November 14, 2012). In any case, IDWR is not 
authorized to issue permits for a quantity of water exceeding the average rate of future 
natural recharge whether exceeded by "only" twice the amount as asserted by SPF or the 
10-fold amount found by IDWR (§42-237ag, Idaho Code). 

d. Do IDWR's water level decline maps accurately define the extent of ground 
water declines in the consolidated hearing study area from pumping in the 
CGWA? 

SPF suggested that the ground water declines "extending west and southwest (i.e., 
outside) of the CGW A in the consolidated cases study area" are "software interpolations 
unsupported by actual ground water-level data" (Page 5, Item No. 4). SPF also 
questioned whether the observed ground water level declines in the southwestern portion 
of the CGWA are associated with all of the aquifer zones encountered within the open 
interval of the wells or with only individual aquifer zones (Page 5, Item No. 5). 

Response: Relative to IDWR's estimate of ground water declines in the area west and 
southwest of the CG WA, ground water level data are not available from this area to 
support or refute the results ofIDWR's water level analysis. The program used by 
IDWR to estimate the location of the contour lines is supportable unless ground water 
level decline data or technical information is available to show that faults or changes in 
aquifer properties skew the results. 

SPF does not elaborate on how the open aquifer interval issue has significance relative to 
ground water levels and the ground water supply available in the area. The well SPF 
references as having an open interval of over 1000 feet is apparently misidentified. 
Without information to document that some of the aquifer zones encountered have 
separate water sources, this matter will not alter IDWR's finding that water supplies in 
the CGWA comparison area are over appropriated by existing water rights. 

e. Are ground water level changes in the consolidated hearing study area caused 
by regional or local conditions? 

SPF notes that water levels have risen about 10 feet since 1993 in well 02S4E-09DDD2 
(Page 5, Item No. 7). SPF further notes "It is unclear whether this rise reflects regional 
or local conditions." 
Response: IDWR's hydrographs for other wells in the CGWA nearest to well 02S4E-
09DDD2 exhibit declines in water level throughout the period of record indicating that 
the anomalous increase noted for well 02S4E-09DDD2 is related to "local" conditions 
such as pumping of a nearby well (note the greater yearly fluctuation in water level 
observed in IDWR's hydrograph for this well since the early 1980s). 
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QUESTION NO. 3. How will development and use of ground water as proposed in the 
applications affect flows in Snake River? 

SPF found that the depletion of flows to the Snake River will not exceed 9.8 cfs (i.e. 
IDWR's estimate of average annual natural recharge to the consolidated hearing study 
area although SPF argues for a higher estimate), that this depletion is insignificant in 
comparison to flows in this reach of Snake River and will not be realized for decades in 
the future (Page 3, Item No. 7 and Page 12, Item No. 28). 

Response: SPF's estimate understates the likely amount of the depletion of Snake River 
flows. More importantly, comparing the amount of this depletion in flow to the normal 
flow in the reach or even to the established minimum flows has little if any relevance to 
IDWR's responsibility to prevent injury to senior priority water rights, including 
minimum stream flows, and to reallocate trust water. Said another way, an actual 
depletion of any amount, even if not measurable, reduces water availability to senior 
priority water rights whenever flows are not adequate to satisfy all rights calling for 
water. The following factors should be considered when evaluating whether and under 
what conditions further depletions to Snake River flows can be allowed: 

a. A year-round reduction in flow of9.8 cfs (the reduction will likely be higher as 
discussed below) resulting from development of the projects as proposed in the 
pending applications is a significant share of the 600 cfs of trust water and of the 150 
cfs increment of trust water reserved for DCMI purposes. When the Swan Falls 
Agreement was signed in 1984, these flow rates were expected to be available year
round to support future development in southern Idaho. Decisions on the pending 
applications must incorporate the criteria set out in Idaho law for appropriating water 
and for reallocating trust water. 

b. The affects of pumping will reach outside of the consolidated hearing study area to 
tap ground water supplies not included in the estimate (ERO November 14, 2012, 
Page 19) thereby ultimately further reducing inflow to Snake River. If the projects as 
applied for are approved and developed from ground water, SPF's estimated 
depletion of 14,200 afa will ultimately reduce the average rate of flow in Snake River 
by 19.6 cfs (SPF, November 15, 2012, Page 11, Item No. 25). 

c. Flow in the Snake River could be drawn into the aquifer if pumping levels fall below 
the level of the river. A substantial lowering of ground water levels will be required 
to induce flow from Snake River into the regional aquifer, but a municipality pressed 
for adequate water supplies may find that chasing ground water even to these levels is 
the most feasible way of obtaining water to sustain the community. 

d. Larger diversion rates could be sought from Snake River as an alternate source to 
save the communities created as a result of approval of all or some of the pending 
applications if ground water supplies are not adequate to complete or sustain the 
projects. The diversion rate sought from Snake River would likely approximate the 
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diversion rates applied for in the applications (including those for irrigation) totaling 
nearly 85 cfs (ERO November 14, 2012, Table A). Other projects (such as those 
evidenced by withdrawn, rejected and voided applications and lapsed permits, most 
of which are associated with the individuals and entities that are applicants for the 
pending applications in the consolidated hearing) can be expected to join in a project 
to bring water into the area using a Snake River diversion. Potential projects already 
identified by inactive filings total another 57 cfs (ERO November 14, 2012 Table B) 
and additional projects could be identified if a pipeline from Snake River is seriously 
pursued. 

Applications filed subsequent to those included in the consolidated hearing are 
another indication of continuing interest in diverting water for use in the consolidated 
study area. IDWR's electronic record lists two such applications: Application for 
Permit No. 61-12271 seeking 1.25 cfs for domestic and fire protection (voided 
October 1, 2012) and Application for Permit No. 61-12275 seeking 6 cfs to irrigate 
320 acres. 

e. IDWR is obligated to fully protect the portion ofIPCo's water rights not subordinated 
in the Swan Falls Agreement and the matching minimum stream flow rights held by 
the IWRB. At this time, nearly three decades after the Agreement, it is beginning to 
be realized that the minimum stream flow at Murphy Gage may constrain water 
diversions even for presently existing uses. Thus, the postulated increment of 600 cfs 
of "firm" trust water estimated at the time of the Agreement may never have been 
available, may have been reduced by changed conditions, such as droughts and 
conservation practices, in the Snake River watershed that have reduced base flows in 
the reach, and/or has been substantially depleted by the additional diversion and use 
of water developed since the Agreement (in part through permits issued for use of 
trust water). 

ERO's analysis of Snake River flow (ERO November 14, 2012, Pages 22 to 26) 
shows that the average daily winter flow of 5600 cfs at Murphy Gage required by the 
agreement will not be met by 2025 if the rate of decline noted since 1981 continues. 
Similarly, if the rate of decline continues, the 3900 cfs summertime flow at Murphy 
Gage required by the agreement will not be met by average daily flow during low 
flow periods of the year by 2025 or sooner. The affect on water availability 
represented by the continuing decline in base flows must be considered as IDWR 
evaluates applications for new consumptive uses that will have the effect of further 
reducing these flows during the upcoming decades. 

f. While routine violations of the minimum stream flows at Murphy Gaging Station are 
in the near future, short-term violations during critical flow periods are already a 
concern. The preliminary order issued creating Water District No. 2 in the Milner to 
Murphy reach of Snake River found that "Snake River flows measured at Murphy 
Gaging Station have diminished over time and, in recent years, have approached the 
minimums established as part of the Swan Falls Agreement" (IDWR, May 1, 2012, 
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Page 1, Finding 2). Responding to exceptions to the preliminary order, IDWR 
determined that although a water distribution crisis has not yet occurred in the Milner 
to Murphy reach of Snake River, the "potential for significant water administration is 
real" (IDWR, July 10, 2012). New consumptive uses depleting flows in this reach, 
including the projects under consideration in the consolidated hearing, will hasten 
administration by priority in Water District No. 2 causing curtailment of diversions 
under existing senior priority water rights that otherwise would have had water 
available. 

g. Permits and licenses issued by IDWR to use trust water are subject to a term 
condition such as: "This right is for the use of trust water and is subject to review 20 
years after issuance of the permit to determine availability of water and to re-evaluate 
the public interest." Some permits and the license subsequently issued have reached 
or are approaching the time for such review. IDWR has notified holders of such 
rights that reviews will be initiated. 

A list prepared by IDWR dated March 28, 2011 identifies 680 permits and licenses 
that have been issued with a term condition (IDWR Staff Memorandum, March 28, 
2011 accessed in IDWR's electronic file for Permit No. 35-8359). The total diversion 
rate authorized under these permit and licenses is more than 1100 cfs. Of these, 486 
have an irrigation component, totaling more than 800 cfs. About 90 percent of these 
filings have priority dates earlier than July 28, 2006, the earliest date of filing for the 
applications in the consolidated hearing. The continued availability of water will be a 
vital consideration as IDWR conducts the term review of these rights. Under the 
appropriation doctrine during times of scarcity, trust water flows are available for use 
by senior priority rights, including those subject to term review, in preference to 
junior priority rights. 

In addition to the permits and licenses already issued for trust water, IDWR's water 
right records list over 850 pending applications seeking, in total, nearly 2500 cfs of 
trust water (IDWR electronic data base query). About 90 percent of these filings 
were made prior to July 28, 2006, the earliest date of filing for the applications in the 
consolidated hearing. To the extent that these filings and the pending applications in 
the consolidated hearing seek trust water and/or water sources interconnected with 
trust water, the additional water depletion if any or all of these earlier applications are 
ultimately approved must be considered in determining water availability for the 
applications pending in the consolidated hearing. 
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Fann 2311.7 
11/97 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 

WELL DRII L~R'S REPORT 
Page 2 072 -Pages 

Office Use Only 
lnspecled by 
Twp __ Rge__$ec 
__ 1~ __ 1~ __ 1~ 1. WEL.L TAG NO. D-~0 ..... 0 .... 1"""92 .... 2.-.4~------

DRILllNG PERMIT NO._. ____ _ 
Other IDWR No. -----

2. OWNER: 
Name-~==-= Kenneth W. Lange 
Adct,ss 15888 E~Monroe Ave. -HC34 
OIY, Boise·=·~--- ... ·s~ID z-1P8J7l6 -··- .. · 

3. LOCATION OF WELL by legal description: 
Skelc:11 map location musl· agree with 1111it1en loc:alion. 

"' 
Twp._ 1 S. .. . North ' or Soulh ; ·. 

,,_....,_ ____ , Rge. --~ .E~-- .. Eilsl · or . West : . 
• Sec. _29 ___ . ~1/4 'h,l,W. ___ 1/4 SE_11, X 

l---+------1---+---I Gov'I Loi co'Mr· ... """" ...... .. ---- Y_-l;lmQre ___ , ... . 

$ 
lat: : : Long: : 

Addretts ol Well SileJ.w.u: .. MPPDlfA....,1 pyl,;..~-
0rc:11on11 _,, !Mle(l<la SM- afllll nlldi>) • City On:b,I 

(G,•• JI ?nt! n:ll'P• II IUIIIII • &;;'~, t• A»::., 1,.a,ldl•"IU: -----

Lt. _____ Blk. _________ Sub. Name ____ . . ··-· · ···--

4. USE: 
.I!) Domestic -:-, Uunicipal · Moni1or ·. Irrigation 
:1 Thermal :. 1 Injection ·Other .••... ______ _______ • ____ .. - ·-· 

5. TYPE OF WORK chick all lhal apply (Replacemenl elc.l 
,.., Hew Well ::: Modify · : Abandonment . Ofher ___ _ 

&. DRILL METHOD 
.. 1w Rola,y ;?' Cable : . : Mud Rola,y . Olher .. 

7. SEALING PROCEDURES 
Sut,trlllEII PACM AUOUNl UtTHOt 

l!:neri;iu from to s .. h ., 
Poue11h 

Ballooitc& 4 163.6 SSOlb q,en hoh: maintainea 
NIU\'C o;1a_yS .. • ., .. ,1) .uuu,o ~"'! ---::·· -.. -

Was ltille shOe used? '!'-Y . : N Slie>e Depll(sl_16&,........6....,.,.....,:-r...,....=---.-, 
Was drive sholt seal tested? ~ Y· · N How? Slurcy did nOl ii:ak mto well 

8. CASING/LINER: 

X 
'X 

Lenglh o! Headpipe 71.18 ft _ . Lenglh ol Tailpipe _ __!!:??. 
9. · PERFORATIONS/SCREENS 

Pertorations Method ···----- · .. ..... . ______ _ 
Scnlens Saeen TypeCuntlnuuui; Sl->l Wire Wound ·-·- . 

,, ... i6 sio, s; .. Nuat,u O,a111cl•r · liblch1J C.a1u1i; 

11. WELL TESTS: Lal: Long: 
X· P.ump ·: Bailer =Arr : Flowing ArteS1an 

v,.,Jt: 1:1; ·""11. Ou1 • .::•"' F,::np,n; Lt\•f: Tiat 

1-i n 1 ., I½ 4116 'J 4S hours 

Waler Temp. Excellent Bol!Om hole lamp. 

Waler Quality laS1 Of 00mments: 

Depth firsl Waler Enoounlar 526 
12. LITHOLOGIC LOG: (Describe repairs or abandonment) Wal•r 

, ... 
Fror.t lo Re,aarks: Llllloloa,. Waler 4u,llly & T•mparalur• ' • o,. 

10 0 17H N 
g 11:, 'I.LO tt N 
6 't.LD b:.Wt1 y N 

jjl) lj)' i:,anos ano :)Ills, usvmg, 1 an N 
X)I .;JOU 011san, Mcotum naru, un:y N 
~Oi: AI\I 1- • • t., __ ..i - -·• rl'!!II, n ... ~ a_,. • ._._ N 
401 IA?A IAacalt "• •• 1-1,u-tl·Grev N 
424 523 ~dy Silts & Silty Sands, Brown-Tan N 

523 526 Clav, Gravelly & Sandy, tsrown N 

52t !)'j:l 1:sand. Clayey, Hrown y 
:,~.l, :,j4 IL:lay, urave11y, urey N 
53.il 537 it:lay, uravelly, Brown N 
S31 547 Sand. Clavev. Brown y 
541 562. Sandv Silts & Siltv Sands. Brown y N 
562 5 582 BasalL Brown .N 
588 591 1r;nders. Sand. then Clav. Brown y 
59' 609 Clav. Gravellv. Brown N 
6~ 619 Sand. Coarse. Poorlv Sorted V 
61 4 ,19.~ Clav.Brown N 

QC::~CI\/Cn 
~ - - -

J\ftT' .. A AA- . 
VV I I U ,_UUG, 

WATER RESOUPC!::~. 
'U ~v: wl"»\. l'C;~ :.J: • 

D Cl"! ~tVED 

nrT 1 H Jtru/ --
~ 

,111..i ... -

Compleled Oepth Dl'J • .'.> n ~Aeasurable) 
Dare: Started March 11~·200~- . ··· ·co~~i~ted Sept. , 2002 

608.28 618.SJ O.OlS in h !i '1!16 Swnles.~ : 
~···'-Assbly 
·x 13. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 

10. STATIC WATER LEVEL OR ARTESIAN PRESSURE: 
..485.JL_II. below ground Arlesian ptessu,e lb. 

Depth IIO!W enco11nter'!_d -···-···· · ·- fl. Qescribe ~ccess porl or 
control devices: ti I.D.ot .:a.~mg fiy renuwmg ,tell ~·11r1. 

-···· H ·--- _,. --· • •U • ••• • ··- --·-·· -·-

l•We ce,tify lhat al minimum well a,nstrlldion standard& were compfied will! at 
the ime the rig was temoved. 

Artesian Co. Fi 318 
Company ~-- .. ~·· .• .. : ··--_ ____ ,rm NQ ___ _ _ 

i'mn Official .. .. -~~~~.A--::!!.~~ .... Da1eP./l../!'v 
ana ~~~ 
Driller or Operalor. --~!'.~~ -~~~~~ Dace ·-- Octobe,:_~,2002 



IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WELL DRILLER'S REPORT 

Use Typewriter 
or 

Ball Point Pen 

56757 
1. DRILLtNG PERMIT NO. 6.l_-.91L- ll.· 0027 - non 11. WELL TESTS: 
Other IOWR No .. _______________ _ o Pump o Baller mAir D Flowing Artesian 

2.OWNER: 
Name LEONARD EISEMAN 
Addre&a 802 Fast Pqmsylvada Ave. 
City Boise State..llLZip 83706 

3. LOCATION OF WELL by legal description: 
Water Temp .. ______ Bottom hole temp. _____ _ 
Water Quallty test or comments: ___________ _ 

Sketch map toc::atlon llWll1 agree with written foca1ion. 
N 12. LITHOLOGIC LOG: (Describe repairs or abandonrnerrt) water 

Twp. 1 North D or Soulh C,.: 
Bolt 

FIOffl To Remarks: Ulllologv, Water Quality a TIMllperaluN y N Dim. 

Wl---+---+-4----tE Rge. 4 East 11 or West o 
Sec. 15 , -.,.,,---1/4 -1lllL 1/4 -UIL1/4 

6" 0 2• Tcmsoi1 
II 2' 11' Brown Clay 

. ~Y'.t Lot__:_ qou:~ EJ~re.. _'~~ 

Address of Well Site Si ljJ'X) Re;!. 
s 

II 11' 181 5and & ~ 
.- it 18' ... 121' Browii e1av .. - .. ..... . . .. -

II 21 1 431 Sand & Gravel 
City MllmtaiD Hane --...,-=111=1ou1= ..... = .. -=-"'"+'""a...=c:-:.,::-:011Md:-::-:-::•"""~=,.,.,...- " .i,..31 65' Clavv/Sand -

II 65' eo• Coarse santl .-.er.E:.\'I i;"" 
u_~ ___ Blk. ____ Sub. Name. _______ _ " 80' 84' 5aDdv cl.av 

I.~ . 
II 84' 108' Sand v/aravel. .. ,, n ~ 

-
4. PROPOSED USE: 

at Domestic D Municipal D Monitor D Irrigation 
D Thennal D Injection O Other _______ _ 

H 1081 1401 &ndv cl.av .nu. - ---r 
II 140' 1501 • s::ind Ill ~r E7,. r~i::· ~ :r,,o, 
n 150' 1551 Sand v/aravel "'~"'·-· 

S. TYPE OF WORK 
El New Wen D Modify or Repair D Replacement O Abandonment 

II 1551 161' SandV ~lrlV 

II 1611 190' Coarse ~nd v/clav 
6. DRILL METHOD n 190' 203 1 ~ted sand & =:vel. 

CJ Mud Rotaiy 11 Air Rotary D Cable D Other ___ _ n 203' 2281 Clav w/sand & c·..-... -....-"i 
II 2281 2401 Coarse Si3nd 

7. SEALING PROCEDURES II 2401 330' - - ,_ 
SEAlA'ILTl!R PACK 

~ 
M&1'iOo 

Mallltial Fmm To " 3301 340' • =nd 
H 340' 3561 -c1av 

- . ...,,... n i?~I ?n - II 13561 365' Coarse -nd 
II 365• 375' 'R1"nYl"I cl.av 

" 375' 386' . -nr1 

Wea drive &hoe used? 'Ga N Cl II 3861 4091 Cla.vv/sand ~'In!=: 

Was drive shoe seal tested? Y:Jil Na How? _______ _ H 4.09' d.15' Rnwnclav 
-- . 8._ CASING/LINER: H 4151 14~8· . sand y 

II 4~R• ~~· 'Rrnwn ro, ::av 

6" 430' 439' • sand ""11'!"!!:1\ICn 'Y 

" ~9· 441 1 Brmm cla.v .. - - -~IE!. l:S: Ii 3 If ~:T,·I 
7 • 5 • ·-l~~ff. 

.!"',. 1443_• 458' ~nit & ULT 1 7 tcllUa X 
Length of Headpl~----"--- Length ot Tailpipe JJ. · · ·i,, 
9. PERFORATIONSISCREENS ~)' 0 8 l,'n 

o Perforations Method ' .;;195 
~Screens Screen Type_.......,v_~--=---e=-------

10. STATIC WATER LEVEL OR ARTESIAN 'PRESSURE: 
335 ft. below ground Artesian pressure _lb. 
Depth flow encountered ____ ft. Describe access port or 
control devices:. _ _______________ _ 

'.I 141ii8' u:.,71 'Rrnwn t!l av --- ,. . 
: ·r-·•-m4111YV- ·• ·-
; 

Co'rf)l&ted Deptn 4581 (Measurable) 
Da'9: Started Jane 11, 1994 Completed Jtme 26,'94 

' 

Firm Name.._::~Bi=·==~==<.= .. ,= . ...,&=~.:;~~~~_,..,....=-=•---Firm No._3_5 ___ _ 

Finn Offlqlal ~~ Date 7 /J 1 /Pf; > 
and· 
Supervisor or Operator._· ________ Date. _____ _ 

!Sign - If Firm 0fllclll & OperB!or) 

FORWARD WHITE COPY TO WATER RESOURCES 
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Form 238-7 
6/07 

p'.3 I oF ~ 

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WELL DRILLER'S REPORT 

1. WELL TAG NO. D 0052631 =~==----------D ri 11 ng Penni! No. 903350•850338 
Water right or Injection well# _6-'-3--"'3_30-"'3_6 ________ _ 

2.0WNER 
Name Pacific West Land, LLC Test Well #1 
Address 911 Hildebrand Lane NE#203 
City Bainbridge Island sts1e WA z1p_9_81;..;1~0 __ _ 

3. WELL LOCATION: 
Tv,p. 1 Nocth D or Sou1h 181 Rge. 4 East f8I or West D 
Sec. 8 NW 1/4 ~ 1/4 NE 1/4 

Toas" ~ 160icia 
Gov't Lot ___ -,--.,....,....,,_. County_Ad_a _______ _ 

LeL N43 ° 21 .23r (Deg. and Dedmal minutes) 
Long. W116 ° 0,243" (Deg. and Dedmal minutes) 
Address or wen Site 2.3 mi. S of 184 on S. OrGhard Access Rd. & 
200 ft. E. of Orchard City Boise -=--~------........... -...... ~----~ 
Lot. ___ BIie. ___ Sub.Name ______ _ 

4.USE: 
D Ocmestic D Municipal 181 Monitor D Irrigation D Thennal D Injection 
1:81 Olher Piezometer Nest 
S. TYPE OF WORK checkallthatapply (Replacementelc.) 
181 New Well D Replacement well D Modify eidSllng well 
D Abandonment D Other Well Design by Hydro Logic, Inc. 
6. DRILL METHOD:\:11.-.e,:.., 
D Air Rotary 181 Mud Rdary U Cable D Other AR 11 O' to 31 O' 
7. SEALING PROCEDURES 

Seal malririal From Ill Tortn ,..-nbsorlt'I Platenad melhad/NNWloHD 

3/4" Baroid 
ChiDS O' 19' 11.9 ft. Poured 

8. CASING/LINER: 
Diamelllr FrOll1 Ta Gauga/ 
/Mffllrmll lftl lftl Sdledule Maerial Casing liner 

181 D 
181 D 
181 D 

Tluaadal 

16" O' 19' .250 steel 
12" O' 110 .375 steel 
10" +2' 295 .250 Steel 
Wat. drive shoe used? ~N LJY I 
9. PERFORATIONS/SCREENS: 
Pelforations D Y 181 N Melhod 

Shoe Depth( 

D 
D 
D 

$) ______ _ 

----------Man ufa 1.11.1 rad screen ~ Y D N Type 2" PVC Sch80 Slotted 
Method of lnslallation 

FRlm(ft) To(llj Slol,ize Ni,nber/1 ,= Malelial Ga,ge orSclledule 

932' 1052' .020 Zone1 2" PVC Sch80 
732' 822' .020 Zone2 2" PVC SchBO 
575' 645' .020 Zone3 2" PVC Sch80 

Lenglh ofHeadpipe _N_o.;_;.ne;:__ __ Leng1h ofTallpipe ...;..N=o...;..ne"------
Packer Dv ~N Type ___________ _ 

10. FILTER PACK: 
Ptacemenl method 

11. FLOWING ARTESIAN: 
Flawing Art&$lan? D Y ~ N Mtsian Pressure (PSIG] See Pg. 2 
Oesaibe conG'ol d&vice Locked Steel Enclosure 

12. STATIC WATER LEVEL and WELL TESTS: 
Depth first waterencourrered (II) 516' Statis waler level (ft) See Pg. 2 
Waler temp. (0 F) See Pg. 2 Bollom hole temp. ("FJ.-'7-":-8."'=-59:c...0.;,...F-,---,---
DBSOibe aa:iess port 3 - 2" Tube Wells inside Locked Well Head 

Test method: 
TIISldUl'lbcn 

1---------+-~=~--i.---=milutes=~ Pi-np Bailer 
i--:.:..:::...c..::.;.;.;.,:......_==.::::..:iZ---l-.....;Ot=he:.:..r--' D t8I 

and 

Water Quality last or comments: ~Se~e=-T.:.:a::::bc:.:le~P..t1g...:. 2;:__-=-------
13. LITHOLOGIC LOG and/or reoairs or abandonment 
Bore 
Ola. From To Rema~. lllhology or descnplfon of repairs or Wafllr 
fml 1111 (ft) abandonment. water ternD. y N 
20 0 19 Tan & Brown Sand X 
16 ff 26 l an & Brown "Sand X 
16 26 47 Tan Coarse Sand X 
1E 47 68 Tan Coarse Sand & Clav X 
1e 6S 7:l l an Coarse Sand ! X 
16 73 Bti Gravel with Sftme Sand X 
16 86 105 Stlckv Tan Clav X 
16 105 107 Basalt X 
16 107 110 Tan Clav & Dane Brown Cinders X 
12 110 119 Black B:tsalt & Hard Cinders X 
12 119 154 Black frar.tured Basalt X 
12 154 176 Red Basalt Cinders X 
12 176 200 Basalt X 
12 200 208 Sand. Gravel. & Basalt X 
12 201! 220 Brwn Clav.Sand&Reddi5h-Brwn Cinders X 
12 220 300 Coarse Sand & Graver - _ _ X 
10 300 338 Coarse Sand & Gravel " c v I: I V Ef X 
10 338 396 TanClav X 
10 396 432 Coarse Sand & Tan Clav lliv~., 'NI iO X 
10 432 451 Coarse Sand - - -- - X 
10 451 527 Dark Tan Clav WATER RS:.Qnl , .... ~-- X 
10 527 568 Small & Coarse Sand .. _,cnr;iREQI 11111 

10 568 616 Clavev Tan Sand X 
10 616 652 White Sand with Tan CJav Beds X 
10 652 697 Larae White Coarse Sand X 
10 697 708 Small Sand X 
10 708 732 Grav & Clavev Tan Sand X 
H 732 748 MAt1ium Grav Sand X 
10 748 772 ISliclwGravlsh SitftdV Blue Clav X 
10 772 824 Small~rav Sand X 
10 824 927 Gravlsh Sandv Blue Clav X 
10 824 992 I Medium l>arl< Grav Sand X 

ComDleted Oenlh IMeasurablel 1082' 
Dale: Slaltsd 1/712008 ComDletsd 312112008 

°Drillltr 

•operatorll ___________ Oale ___ _ 

Operalor I -~__,.-.,.,,..,....,.....,.....,.,..._.....,..,--Dale~---
• Signature 01 Pmcipal Orfller and tij operator are required. 

Fonn provided bJ Fo1m1 On·A-Dl•k • (21~) 3'~N29 · www.f ormaOnAIJilk.cam 
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P'3 2 er:-2 

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WELL DRILLER'S REPORT 

1. WELL TAG NO. D 0052631 -------------0 rl I~ ng PermitNo. 903350-850338 
Water right or injection weKII _6_3._33_03_6 ________ _ 

2.0WNER 
Name Pacific West Land, LLC Test Well #1 
Address 911 Hildebrand Lane NE #203 
City Bainbridge Island Slate WA Zip...;;98..;..1.;..;;1..;..0 __ _ 

3. WELL LOCATION: 
Twp. 1 North D or Soulh 181 Rge. 4 East 181 or West D 
Sec. 8 NW 114 SW 114 NE 114 

Toiaes ~ l&olCl'IS 

Gov1Lot __ --:~-- County.;.Ad.;.;;..;;;.a _______ _ 
Lat. N 43 ° 21,237" (Deg. and Decimal millles) 

Long. W 116 ° 0.243" (Deg. and Decimal minutes) 
Address of wen s11e 2.3 ml. S of 184 on S. Orchard Access Rd. & 
200 ft, E. of Orchard City Boise .................................... --------
Loi. ___ Blk. ___ Sub.Name ______ _ 

4.USE: 
D Domeslic O Munieipal 181 Monilor O lmgatfon D TherrMI D In~ 
181 Other Plezometer Nest 
5. TYPE OF WORK clleCk all 1hat apply (Replacement elC.J 
~ New Well D Replacement well D Madily existing well 
D Abandonment D Olher Well Design by Hydo Logic, Inc. 
6. DRILL METHOD:bf ~lc't... 
0AirRo!ary ~ MudRolary UCable D Other AR 110'to 310' 
7. SEALING PROCEDURES 

Sealmalerial Fromlftl Toll!\ Quantitv lfbs or ft3l Placement me.....,......,_ure 
3/4" Baroid 
ChiDS O' 19' 11.9 ft. Poured 

12. STATIC WATER LEVEL and WELL TESTS: 
Deplh first water encounlered (11) 516' Slat5 waler level (Ill See Below 
Water teT111. ("F) See Below Boncm lllle le~. ("F}.,;.7.;;,;8.~59:....°F.:;__ __ _ 
Describe access port 3 • 211 Tube Wells il15ide Locked Well Head 

Well test Test melhlld: 

llrMOQ'ljn (!eel) T esl duralion Flawing 
minutes Pump Baiief Air ancs,an 

NoPum Other D 181 181 D 
Than and 
Pum 

13. LITHOLOGIC LOG andlor re0airs or a andonment: 
Bore 
Dia. From To Remarks, lithology or desalptioll d repalls or Water 
linl lftl lit\ abandonment. waler temo. y N 
10 992 1027 Medium Sand with Some Blue Clav X 
10 ,027 1063 Medium Grav Sand X 
10 /063 /087 Stickv Blue Clav X 

SEALING PROCEDURES: 
0 19 11.9 Ft 314• Bentonlte ChlDS Poured 

105 110 1.9 Ft 314" Bentonlte ChlDS Poured 
0 105 4.0 CY Cement Grout Pumi,ed i 
0 300 3.2 CY Cement Grout Pum0ed I 

895 877 8.3 1ft :-m% Bentonite Grout PumDed 
877 862 6.7 Ft Cement Grout Pumned ! 
862 828 9.9 Ft 1n% Bentonite Grout PumDed I 
709 689 8.2 Ft ~% eentonite Grout PumDed 
689 672 6.7 Ft Cement Grout Pumn&d 
672 645 9.5 Ft 30% Bentonlte Grout Pumped 
532 493 9.9 1ft 3Do/t Bentonite Grout Pum0ed 

D 493 7.2 CY Cement Grout Pumnea 

8. CASING/LINER: D 
ar:,-.1: f I ,_ 

FILTER PACK: - - . --lliameler From To Gauge/ 
lnominsll lftl 1111 Schedule Maeria casing Linef Threaded Wvliled 

r +2' 932 Sch80 PVC 
Z" +2' 732 Sch80 PVC 
2" +2' 575 Sch80 PVC 
Was drive shoe used? ~N UY[ 
9. PERFORATIONS/SCREENS: 
Perforations D Y 181 N Melhod 

~ 0 ~ 0 
~ 0 ~ D 
1:81 D ~ D 

SIQeOeplh( s) ______ _ 

----------Man u ractu red saeen 181 Y D N Type PVC SchBO Slotted 
Method or ins1a11a11111 Lowered & Tagged into Place 

F1nm\ll} To\11) Slot size Number/II c:; Mlllerial Gauge or Schedule 

932' 1052' .020 Zone1 2" PVC Sch80 
732' 822' .D20 Zone2 2" PVC Sch80 
575' 645' .020 Zone3 2" PVC SchBO 

Length of Headpipe _N_o_ne ___ Lenglh of Taflplpe _N __ o_ne _____ _ 
Padle< D y fgl N Type 
10. FILTER PACK: -----------

Piaciiment melho<I 

11. FLOWING ARTESIAN: 
Flowirg Artesian? D Y 181 N Aiteslan Pressure (PStG} See Table 
Describe a>nttol device Locked Steel Enclosure 

082 B95 "Birdseed" A-#16 . - - ·- ~ 828 729 "Birdseed" #8-#16 ....,, ' (. 6UUI 
645 532 "Blraseed" #8-#16 .. 

~ 

WATER LEVEL, TEMPERATURE, 
CHEMISTRY 

Z-1 1052 934 SWL=523.8. 70.0F DH=B.53'. 21:il.15 
Z-2 822 732 SWL=522.6'· 65.0F: DH=IS,50~ 25YU$ 

Z-3 645 575 SWL=516.21'· not meas.: not meas: 

ARTESIAN PRESSURES: 
Z-1 371 \Pt. or 161 DSIO 
Z-2 186 Ft. or 81 Dsla 
z.3 16 Ft. or 7nsia 

Comoleled Deoth IMeasurablel 1082' 
Data: Started 1"/2008 ComDleled 3/2112008 
14. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
IN-le certify that all minimum well constn.ic~an standards were r.omp6ed wilh at 
the time the rig was removed. 
Company Name Treasure Valley Drilllng Co. No. 560 ---
"Principal Dnlle< __________ Oa~ 412/2008 

-Oriler _________ Oale 412/2008 

'Operatorll ___________ Oale ___ _ 

Oper.1torl -~---------oare 
• Signalure of Principal Driller and i;;i 011er.1tor are req-u..,..ifed-,-. --
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Fonn23S-7 
l/95.C96 

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
. WELL DRILLER'S REPORT 

Inspected by _____ _ 
Twp __ R~ __ Sec __ 

1/4 1/4 1/4 

1. DRILLING PERMIT NO. _____ _ 
0th~ IDWR No. D0019379 
l. OWNER: -----'------------
Name IlM PHAGAN 
Address 4200 PASADENA DR. #30 
City BOISE State J!?__ Zip _83_70_5 __ 
3. LOCATION OF WELL by legal description: 
Sketch map location must ~ with written location 

N E Twp. I North [81 or South 0 
w E Rge. 4 East ~ or West D 

Sec. 33 114 NB 1/4 NW 1/4 
- 11i'11CttS "1lr'ocn:a mr.;..s 

s 
Gov•t Iot _ _ _ County_AD_'A _____ _ 

Lat: : : Loog; : : 
Address ~ellSite2373S DESERTWIN~

CityBOISE 
tt:&i at]- zrmc oi'iiiad-t Diiiaiim 10 G.icw~llffli&j 

Lt. Blk. Sub. Name REGINA HEIGHTS --- ---
4. USE: 

181 Domcmc D MWlicipal O Murutor D Jnigation 
0 Thermal D fnjection O Other ------s. TYPE OF WORK checl: all that apply (Replacement etc.) 

~ New Well O Modify D Abandonment O Other ____ _ 
6. DRILL METHOD. 
181 Air Rotary D Cable D Mud Rotary O Other 

7. SEALING PROCEDURES ----

Was drive shoe used'! 181 Y O N Shoe Dcpth(s) ____ _ 
Was drive shoe seal tested? 0 Y B N How? _____ _ 

LengthofHeadpipc 10'8" Length ofTailpipc ___ _ 
9 .. PERFORATIONS/SCREENS 
0 Perforations Metbod~~~~------
lil Saccns &:n:cn Type . ..,.tr;..,les ... cop_i,..~G-------

It:..... To Slot Size Number -~ Mat,..;.l Casi1111: 
SS9 S69 20 S" STST 

10. SfAT.IC WATER LEVEL OR ARTESIAN 
PRESSURE: 

LI 
0 
0 

Liner 
u 
D 
0 

481 ft. below ground Ar1csian Pm;sure lb 
Depah Bow encountered ft. Describe access port or cootro1 
devi~: -

11. WELL T.ESI'S: 
~ : =-Long:--:-

:·~-v.s-:-1,~.wn -. I I· -· I· :- I 
Watc:rTemp. ______ &ttom.bole lettlp. ___ _ 

Willer Qualily t~I or wmm1..-nts: . ...,..~-==--:---=---:----:-.:::-:----
Depth first Water Encountcred.,.43.._7 ___ _ -----......,~---12. LITBOLOGIC LOG: (Describe repairs or abudoameat) 

Water 
Bore From To llemarka;Ulllol!l'1, Water Qu}flJ & Temp. y N 
r,· 

10 0 3 BROWN TOJ>SOIJ.. 
10 3 14 BROWN SANDY Cl.AY 
10 14 18 TAN SANDY CLAY 
8 18 29 TAN SANDY CLAY 
8 29 S1 BROWN CLAY, SAND & SMALL 

GRAvm. 
8 S7 81 BLACKLAVA 
!I 81 212 TAN CLAY W/:sANU 
I 212 244 STICKY TAN CLAY 
8 244 309 Sl'JCKY TA!'l l.:LAY W/SfRIP:S BROWN 

SAND 
8 309 376 BROWN SAND W/SMALL STRIPS 

TANCT.AY 
8 376 421 CEMENTED BROWN SAND 
g 421 480 SlRIPS BROWN MNlJ & IAN CLA'r 
6 480 487 STRIPS BROWN SAND&. TAN CLAY 
6 487 SJI FlNE BROWN & CLEAR.QUARTZ SAND IX 

10 SU 539 STI'-A r TAN CL.A Y 
6 S39 S41 V.ERYFINE BROWN & MICA SAND IX 
6 S41 545 D.IR.TY' BROWN SAND & SOFr TAN 

CLAY 
6 S4S 562 MEDllJM snCKYTAN CLAY 
6 S62 S12 COARSE Cl.EAR QUARTZ SAND&. 

PEl\ORAVEL D< -.-.......... ·-
• •~'-'i.;tYliiiiiU 

.1a1111 ~liliif 
----~ =~ ~ ·-""~~L!il1ft.;"- ~ 

Completed Depth; 569 ~easurable) 
Date: Start..A, 111-,1n1 Coumletcd I lfl7/0t 

13, DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
I/We cmify that all minimum well oonstructioo standards were 
complied with at the time the rig wm removed. 

l)c 

;,, 
) 

~ 

rs; 
> 
>c 
)< 

~ 

I )( 

I ;x 
)( 

>< 

I)< 

IX 
X 

~ 

F"mn No..:2.,..12.,___ 

Finn Officlal_.;~ ~~'i:L=---,;~~~~~ 

Supervisor or 0pcratori1!· 2~~~~~~~;iiftfiic ___ _ 
(Sign once if Fi 

Dale: 12/5/01 Tiroc:12:Jl PM 



1. WELL OWNER 

Name Neil Helr.ti.cit 

Address HC 34 Mayfielc, Boise, ID 83706 

Drilling Permit No. 61-92-W-044 
Water Right Permit No. ____________ _ 

2. NATURE OF WORK 

• C New well D Deepened D Replacement 
D Well diameter increase D MOdlftcatlon 

. - •. D Abandoned (describe abandonment or modificallon procedurea 
such as liners, screen, materials, plug depths, etc. in llthologlc 
log, section 9.) 

3, PROPOSED USE 

!iii Domestic D Irrigation D Monitor 
D Industrial D Slack D Waste Disposal or Injection 
D Other ______ (specify type) 

4. METHOD DRILLED 

Q Rotary 
D Cable 

C;J Air 
D Mud 

• &. WELL CONSTRUCTION 

D Auger D Reverse rotary 
D Other _ ______ _ 

(backhoe, hydraulic, etc.) 

Casing schedule: Cl Steel D Concrete l:ll Other PVC 
Thickness Dl11111eter From 'lb 

• 250 inches 6 5/8 inches + 3 feet 40.1!. feet 
Sch 40 Inches 4 inches 240 reet SO feel 

____ Inches ____ Inch.a~ -· ____ feet ___ feet 

was casing drive shoe used? a Yes o No 
Was a packer or seal used7 D Yes a:1 No 
Perforated? D Yes la No 
How perforated? D Factory D Knife D Torch D Gun 
Size of perforation? __ Inches by __ Inches 

Numllet F,om To 
_____ perforations _____ feet _____ feet 
_____ perforations _____ feet _____ feet 
_____ perforations ____ feet _____ feet 

Well screen installed? ~ Yes O No 
Manufacturer Johnson Type--=PVC---=.__ ___ _ 
Top Packer or Headplpa -,,--=24=0"-----------
Bollom of Tailpipe _...:::5;..::;l;.;::0;..._ ___________ _ 

Diameter ___.i:_ Slot size ..&lQ Set from 410 feet to 440 feet 
Diameter~ Slot si2& ~ Set from 440 feet to 510 feet 
Gravel packed? D Yes O No D Size of gravel ___ _ 
Placed from ______ reet to ______ feet 

7. WATER LEVEL 

Static water level 3.ao feet below land surface, 
Flowing? 0 Yes el No G.P.M. flow ____ _ 
Artesian closed-In pressure ____ p.s.i. 
Controlled by: D Valve D Cap O Plug 
Temperature __ °F. Quality ____ -:----:-_____ _ 

ae,cnr,e llttas/an or temperature Zlllle.s below. 

8. WELL TEST DATA 

D Pump D Bailer ~ Air D Other ___ _ _ 

Dlscha,ge G,P.M.- Pumping Level ' Ha11111 Pum·pect 

20 5HR 

9. LITHOLOGIC LDG 

Bore Dei,th --·-
Material 

Water 
Diam. From To Yes No 

8 0 
II 2 
II 10 

8-6 11 
6 40 

" 105 
" 120 
II 143 
II 162 
ti 190 
II 200 
II 260 
11 · 266 
II 298 
II 305 
II 

2 'i'oi: Soil 
10 Brmm Clay 
11 Coarse Sane: 
<-O Brat·.rn Clay 

105 Clar & Sand Seams 
120 sand & % Gravell 
143 cenent and Sc.nd 
162 Clav T;m 
190 sand & Gravel 
200 Tan Clay 
260 Tan Sand & Gravel 
268 Tan Clav 
298 T~1 .. Sa:ri.tl· • 
305 Clay 
336 'I~i. Sa.no 

= 

~36 
II 37~ 

375 'ran Clai; ,.....;..-.;;;..;..;;;...,.;~.c........c=;;.;;~---------+--+---.,. 
420 Tan eous~ Sane. x 

II 420 510 Clav - Sa.'1.6 Seam X 

1---+---+---+-------- - - ----+---t---tl, 
. . . 

-- - ·---.c,,c,w~u 

. . . 
I ..... ._, ' I r 

. .., . ..... · ... 
li/ I 

I ! 

..... " -------+----..... --------------···.:; .... _ _ ... -...-.- Deoa:tm.: .. , ,., •. , 

-
Surface seal depth~ Material used In seal: O Cement grout ·[=~~!~~~~!~ .. ~-~~~~~~~!====================!===!==:::! 

.-. ,.. ·=-· wl:·Bentonite·" D Puddtlng ,clay • . D -----,-. ... 
Sealing procedure used: D Slurry pit -· -.. , __ .. · .. - ...... ~ ... .... ·- ·- -··-·- --·--

D Temp. surface casing m Overbore to seal depth 
Method of Joining casing: PVC~ Threaded i.; Welded 

0 Solvent Weld O Cemented between strata 10. 

Describe access J)Ort ---=T=:o·~--=c=f___.6 __ " ________ _ Work started _ _ 7,..-..... 2-9.._-.... 9-=2.._ __ finished 8-7-92 

&. LDCATION OF WELL 11. D~ILLER'S CERTIFICATION 

Sketch map location must agree with_ wrilM~1;lfll/it -D 1/)Ve certify that all minimum well construction standards were · 
N Subdivision Name ... . . . cbmplled witb__~the time the .. rla. was removed. 

i : : , H1c;c:1:e:seon or -sen, . 
-T -T- DEC O 3 1992 Firm Name INC• Firm No. 35 w-;:- : E ; Rt 3, Em: 610-D ------
~--:,--+,·-t-- Lot No. ; Block No.____ AtJdress Mtn Hom, ID 83647~/ 8-::.0-92 

1 r:n,1ntv F.lr.nr.~ / · / .,/ ________ _ 



Fonn238;7 
11.3. ~. .-:c-

WATER RESOURCES 
wt&lERNREGION · A<.'.:r'E oF' 3 pt\G,6.S 95106 

Use Typewriter 
or 

Ball Point Pen 
~;'~ ::t;AHO DEPAR'~NT OF WATER RESOURCES 

WEL~ER'S REPORT 

1. DRILLING PERMIT NO. t.l -!l..9_-/,J,- (JI)?.£- 10. WELL Tl:STS: 
Other IOWA No. 1> 0 CO 7a'e 2 cri=>ump Cl Baller o Air o Rowing Artesian 

~w.,.,.....,.,..~hdn,........-1,............,<TI--F-, ............,.1 m=oo ~==--& .....--1, 2-=--r: ,t---,5 I 

3. LOCATION OF WELL by legal description: 
Sketch map location mYil agree Wllh written location. 

Temperature of waler.bl:L 'was a water analysis don81? YesO 
By whom? _________________ _ 

Water Quality (odor, erc.) ..... E-....JC::..;C.=Ec=&.L=e:...;:N~T-=----------

Noty 

N Bottom Hole Temperature,__;hw~..__•F,,__ _________ _ 

11. STATIC WATER LEVEL: 
T. I S Nor!h D or South IM"'" 

W'i--....---+-+--le R. 3 E. East li,jjo" or West 0 

Sec. l_a , SE 1/4 Ml;' 1/4 IJS: 1/4 
-rIS.,.A ~ ~ Gov't Lot __ County~"""'"',ao.._ _____ _ 

Seo It. below surface Depth artesian now found ___ _ 
Artesian pressure __ lb. Describe access port S ''_.!!As, N(;, 

. . S"t ,Cf!H~IIIMS ~EL.'- CA.P 

$ . 

-" 12. LITHOLOGIC LOG: (Describe repairs or abandonment) lei 
Address of wen Site L,,t~ \J ~T 01:: v~&,b ATl!'e. 

Aeee s, llt> ;., 4iitt4RJ> Jl. AU;H LAM£~°1"'M£',.. ~ Ft0m To Remarks: Lilhology. Water Quality a Tempentture 
I k I Le N ~ DtlllCl!an + Olslancl la Road or Lanclmarlc) 

Lot No. ___ 81,ock No. Subcl. Name. _______ _ 

4. PROPOSED USE: 
~Uc D Municipal O Monitor D Irrigation 
D Thermal D Injection O Other, _______ _ _ 

5. TYPE OF WORK 
!TNew wen O Modify or Repair D Replacement O Abandonment 

6. DRILL METHOD 
0 Mull RolaJy O Alr Rotary l:i6mle O Olher. ___ _ 

7. SEALING PROCEDURES 
SEAI./FlL TEii PACK 

8. CASING/LINER: 

1-"""iiiiir-l~~t-~+':'= .,_il'T-1,~-=:.,,y,,£L_,lr=-J SINI 

J-12~4!=~~~~.Al!~~L_-J i.--
..-~a.t---¥'""o£.&-1-"";:.o,m ....... ~+-1 D !AP Iii-" 0 
..-~a.t..u;;i_p;E:!:L!"f--!'!:.::1115'!,,.-4-..::...__j Id Cl la" Cl 
tg.~Ji"la!!l!rtll:2!!!!!1.!l.QO~· eEL...l..-=::,J D I'!!!" CJ 
Final location of shoes-.S--''-5 .... t!~ec..,oc.__,,.,.____,, __ .., 1 ?A ,1,1 1 

Top Packer or Headplpe S: 14- Bottom TallplPf:I /;. 2.!> • 7 F 

9. PERFORATIONSJSCREENS 
rs-Perforations Methcxt $ AWIL'P fN f"vc, Toactt 
..-SCreena TypeJodllibllMat11rial......,,,,..,.....,~= ... 

CP 1/TIAIU!NIS Sc.or W>ii'& Wo»N I) 

13. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
I/We certify that all minimum wen construction standards were complied with at 
the time the Ilg W88 removed. 

FlnnName IJAT&IAN CD FlnnNo.3 tg 



- '------
R~CEl~E.DloAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURC~l C EI VE O,;e T~writer 

JUN O 8 1999 WEu_pAU I ~f{_S REPORT JUN 1 ~ _ t999 Ball Point Pen 

WATERRESOUR~S {/•qfl,w~::~t!JpoF .J PAfQ:~d~~7 
1. DRILLING PEIIIIIIF--~ION ---- ----__ 10. WELL TESTS: . 
Other IDWR No. D d:l',:2p ::::ri1:2l\,:; o Pump c:J Bailer CJ Air o Flowing Artesian 

2 OWNE:B.1 ...--,Yl.,,..Dld"""gai_,..,.Jrrw.,.n.;... ----=-~--,..-....... -.Pum.---plng.,,.....==-~-=11me---, 

N~me e:i'itN• - BoNe5sA = 
Address. _________________ _ 

City, ___________ srate __ Zl~-----

Temperawre or water __ Was a water analys~ done? Yes O No D 
3,,LOCATION OF WELL by !egal description: By whom? ________________ _ 

Sketch map location !llllJl agree w~ ~lftten locallon. Water Quality (odor, ekl.)1 _____________ _ 
Bottom Hole Temperatur.._ ____________ _ 

/ 11, STATIC WATER LEVEL: 
or South D ___ tt. below surface Depth artesian flow found ___ _ 

.·iastO or WestO Artesian pressure __ lb. Describe access port,__ ___ _ 

'1""1"1Pifi•~11111ia-~•M-:li.rl;:;;;-114_1/4 1/4 11 ........ ~. 
Describe Controlllng Devices:. __________ _ 

12. LITHOLOGIC LOG: (Describe repaJra or abandOnment) 
Address of Well Site. ______________ _ 

(Give ill leut 0"8dlcm + ~ID Rold orLandmatlc) 

Lot No. __ Block No.___-'Subd. Name. ______ _ 

4. PROPOSED USE: 
D Domestic O Municipal O Monitor D lnigation 
D Thermal O Injection O Other _______ _ 

5. lYPE OF WORK 
0 New Well D Modify or Repair O Replacement D Abandonment 

6. DRILL METHOD 
0 Mud Rota,y D Air Rotary D Cable O Other ___ _ 

7. SEALING PROCEDURES 
SEAUFILTER PACI< AMOUNT METHDO 

Matltrial FRIIII To ~-

Was drive shoe seal tested? YtJ NC How? _______ _ 

8. CASING/LINER: 

1-1·-1,. 1-1·1-II I TT 
Final locatlonofahoes (g 11 f't"'- .C.o~,r~,~c-.@,ttJFT 1---F.~-F-::l-f!::::.J!=~~--=---_.:._..;;.;...;.a.__-+~~ 
Top Packer or Headplpe. ______ Bottom Tailpipe, ____ _ 

9, PERFORATIONS/SCREENS Date: Started Completed ~<oe J 
13, DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
I/We certify that all minimum well const,uctlon standards were c:omplled with at 

o Perforations 
o Screens 

Method. _________ _ 

Ty~. _____ Materfal, ____ _ 

1-, .. I :-1-1--1 "ffill" 1 ~ ~ ; .. ~:-;,:;::.N c,, 
:1---: -: ---: --"-: -----1-: -----':M~ROFti.MEO :;offlc1a1~ 

Firm No.'3 19 

DalG -,Ju,,.p ''" 
AUG Supe,vlsor or Operator Data. ____ _ 

· 2 5 f 999 (Sig" ance 11 flnll 0111c1a1 a OperalOI) 

FORWARD WHITE COPY TO WATER RESOURCES · 



Form231H 
11193 • s ' ..... 

3. LOCATION OF WELL by legal description: 

95'.108 

Use Typewriter 
or 

Ball Point Pen 

o Pump o Baller o Air c:i Flowing Artesian 

Temperature of water __ Wes a water analysis done? YesO No D 
By whom? _________________ _ 

Water Quality (odor, etc • .__ ____________ _ 
Bottom Hole Temperature, _____________ _ 

11. STATIC WATER LEVEL: 
or South D ___ ft,. below surface Depth artesian flow found ___ _ 
or West D Artesian pressure __ lb. Describe access port. ____ _ 

ty' 
V4 

40
...., 1/41iriciio1/4 Describe Controlllng Devices: __________ _ 

Address of WeU Sile, ______________ _ 

Lot No. __ Block No. ____ Subd. Name ______ _ 

4. PROPOSED USE: 
D Domestic D Municlpal D Monitor O Irrigation 
D Thermal O Injection O Other _______ _ 

5. TYPE OF WORK 
D New Well D Modify or Repair O Replacement O Abandonment 

6. DRILL METHOD 
0 Mud Rotary O Air Rotary D Cable 

7. SEALING PROCEDURES 
SEAIJFlt.TJ!R PACK 

F,om To Sad<sOt p 

OO!her ___ _ 

METMOO 

12. LITHOLOGIC LOG: (Describe repairs or abandonmenl) ldA TZ!-.e, 

~ From To Remartcs: Lithology, Water Quality & Tempera!ura 

I= I ~ r~l:,f. I !lf "f t--+---+--+----+~+i-i~ltil'-t-.-f'T----+---+--i 

Final location of shoes - 11 '-' • .sw.o 
li er or Headplpe=,......,,.-=,,....,...,,_.,..-o 

-~ i!!'IYD corAtlttirce• S', .2,° F•,_, 
9. PERFORATIONS/SCREENS r1/IW Aic~., CIIA~O 

c;i, PGifo.aYallS Mell.ad /IVTl!Ulll-Al~'f ,,~IIHP 
a--Gereu,s 1"11•~-----

Date: Started s-ee PA4,e I completed June f, t~'l, 

13. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
IMle certify that all minimum well construction standerda were complied with at 

I '"" I '" I '""'" I ..... ,-, .. I T ~ ::-.:~::=,: .. Co - ... ~,g . 

: : / : : : M~Ro":(,LM1:o:; Offld,t=#':'~,.. 0a1e.J...,e T.Rff 
"''l' . • ~ ,)i.J 2 5 1999 SupelVisor or Operator ________ Date. ____ _ 

(Sign once If l'lnn omaar a Operatof) 

FOAWAFIO WHITE COPY TO WATER RESOURCES 



Fonn238-7 
l/95-C96 

--··-- --- -..... ., 
Inspected by ______ _ 
Twp __ Rgc __ Scc __ 

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WELL DRILLER'S REPORT 

1/4 1 /4 1/4 
~ --!Ang_: __ 

·771/87 
1. DRILLING PERMIT NO. 
OtherIDWRNo. DOD1859:Z - - -----
2.0WNER: 
Name Linda McFain 
Address ZSO S. BoblYltite Ct., Ste #350 
City Boise State ID Zip 83'706 
3. LOCATION OF WELL by legal descrjptiun: 
Sketch mop location musl agree with written location 

N 

w 
E 

Twp._1 _ North D or South X 

Rge . .!._ East X or West D 
Sec. 20 1/4 SWl/4 NWl/4 

TIJTha 4ll'iaer lilTici'a 

s Gov't Iot ___ County_A_da ___ _ 
- -·-- ···-····· -ar:· ..... _: ··-: ·--· Long: ··-~ ----.-- · 

Address ofWellSiteJOOOO OrchardAccessRd-
City Boise 

(U,vc 11 J..,1 n11111eofmad+ Dist>nUto Ro,dor Landmark) 

Lt. ___ Blk. ___ Sub. Name _______ _ 

4. USE: 
X D~nestic D Municipal D. Monitor D Irrigation 
0 Thermal D Ii:ijcction . D. Other ______ _ 

S. TYPE OF WO~ clieck all that apply (Replacement etc.) 
X New Well O Modify O Abandonment D Oth~r 
:6. DRILL METHOD · ----
X Air Rotary O Cable D Mu~ Rotary O Other ___ _ 

7. SEALING PROCEDURES 
SEAUFlLTER PACK AMOUNT METHOD 

Material Fro111 To Sacks or 
Pounds 

Bcntonite o· 110 40s~"~ overbore 

Casing Linu Welded Threaded 
X O 0 
X O 0 

Length of Headpipe _____ Length of Tailpipe ___ _ 

9. PERFORATIONS/SCREENS 
.0 Perforations Method ____________ _ 

O sci:ecns Screen '.fYP"·------------

505ft. below ground 
Depth flow encountered 

Artesian Pressure lb 
Describe :icccss portorcontrol 

devices: _____ ===: ___________ _ 

11. WELL TESTS: 
0Pump n Bailer X Air 0 Flowing Artesian 

Y1ctil nallmm. Drawdown PumnmP Level -i"1me 
SO+ J hr 

Wnlcr Temp. _______ Bottom hole temp. ____ _ 
\Valer Quality 1cst or c.onuncnts: ________ ...,....,=-=,---

Dcpth first Water Encountered6 ;;.;1;;.;0;...• __ ------=-~ IZ. LITHOLOGIC LOG: (De.scribe repairs or abandonment) 
Water 

Bore From To Remarks:Lithology, Water Quality & Temp. l Y] N .. ,_ 

10 0 2 Topsoil X 
10 1 60 Sand & gravel rx 
10 60 65 Brown clay X 
10 65 89 Sand & gravel X -· . . -
10 89 93 Brown clay X 
10 ~ uu -sand & gravel X 
10 ]20 300 -Cray lava X 

111 ~1UU 320 lud sandstone X 
8 320 340 Coarse sand X 
8 340 4UU Fine sand X 
8 400 580 Gray lava X 
6 580 610 Brown clay .. ·· - X . 
6 610 680 Fine sand xr 
6 lJIIU 684 Brown clay - rx. 
6 684 715 Coarse sand X 
6 715 718 Brown clay : .. X 
6 718 730 Coarse sand rx 
6 1JIJ 736 Brown Cllly r-x 
6 736 745 Sand, coarse x-

...... ....... 

H~CJ;:1\/Cf"\ 

llnv t &. -... 
- .. -· '-

ffAIClf neSOURCES 
I--

- - ·-·· ...... I--
Completed Depth: 736' <Measurable) 
Date: Started 09l20l.01 Comnleted 1 n1nc1n1 

13. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
J/We certify that all minimum well construction standards were 
complied with at the time the rig was removed. · 

Firm Name Hjddleston & San, Inc -Dolsp Finn No . ...i3i..iS __ 

· · . .- ,,_,. . ,.,·· ···( -i\_,./ .. · · · /.,. ·? .: I I, / 
FihnOffici:il ;,<¼·.-~:."i:-·. / y _,. ,'.- ;;'~-/;; ·"7' ' · Date / / , Z·/~, 

• . . . . ..... , '1 . --rt-'"\ \ ' .· .. {·; . :~- 1. .,· .. / 
Supervisor or Operator ··,' ., ... ,., ·. ', ~ .. i-: .-, ... , -:( , ~)j>ate ·· . ., · ' 

(Sigo once"ifFirm Offici~I &: Operator)" . . 



<y 7 0L.,55-77S<t~~ Oflic:i: Use Only 

furm23&-7 
3,'9S·C96 

IDAHO DEP ARTMEKT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WELL DRILLER'S REPORT 

ln~pec:lcd by ______ _ 

wp __ Rgi: --·- _Sec • 
1/4 1/4 1/4 

1. DRILLING PERMIT NO. 
OtherlDWRNu.D0019537 - - ------
2. OWNER: 
Name llob Wicld1am 
Address 730 S. Prairie Grass Dr. 
City ·uoise Stale 1D Zip 837.16 
3. LOCATION OF Wl!:LL by legal description: 
Sketch map location ~agree with written loc.ition 

:-{ m Twp. I North D or South X 

w E Rgc. ~ F.ast X or West D 
S~c. l 1/4 SW 1/4 1'"\V 1/4 --- lifi"cns ~ .. mm;.. 

_ _ __ -S .. Gov·t lot . ~u_nty Elm_ore 

Lat: : : Long: : : 
Adtlreics ofWcll Site 730 S. 'PraJrie Dr. 

-----::-,---'-,,--.,...,..------
City lttn Home 

lOJVe I( ias1 maac afroad + 61~:.nce In RNO r.r 1~,..m:1,-t) 

Lt. ___ Blk. ___ Sub. Name _______ _ 

4. USE: 
X Domestic O Municip11l D Monitor O Irrigation 
0 Thennal D Injection O Other 

S. TYPE OF WORK check all thnt aPJ>IY (Replacement etc.) 
X New Well O Modify D Abundonment O Other 
6. DRILL METIIOD -.,...---
X Air Rotary O Cable O Mud Rotary D Other 

7. SEALING PROCEDURES ----
SEAL/FIL ll!lt PACK AMOUNT MIJIHUU 

Matmal From To Sack.,; or 
Pounds 

Bentonie 0 :zo 700 lbs. Overbore 

Length ofHradpipe 6• Length ofTuilpipe 3' 
9. PERFORATIONS/SCREENS ------
0 Pafomtions Mcthod_~~----------
X Screens Screen Type.:J""'oh=.:n::.:sy=n _______ _ 

From Ta Sin! Si7.c Numl,er Diamclt Mntaia Cnsimr: 
445 450 .030 5" ss D 

D 
D 

' 10. STATIC \liATER LEVEL on ARTESIAN 
PRESSURE: 

Artcsic111 Pressure lb 

Lim:r 
LJ 
D 
D 

337 ft. below ground 
Depth flow enc:ounl~r4;:CJ fl. Describe access port or control 
devices: -------------------

ll .'WElJ, TESTS: 
Lal: --1.ong-: --

0Pump n Bailer X Air n FlowinJt Artesian 
Yield o,uimm. Dmwdown rwnnml! Leve• Time 

20 . 1 hr 

Waler Temp. 68 Bottom hole temp. ____ _ 

Waler Quulity test or cominents=..,.,..-=--=....,...-;::;----:----c..-::-:-:--
-,---.,........,,...,~~""""'e-=-Deplb first Water Encountered 4_J_5_' __ 
12. LITBOLOGIC LOG: (Describe rep:iir or abandonraeut) 

Wnter 
Bon: From To Rcmarks:Lilhulogy, Water Quality & Temp. YjN 
n;~ 

IU" u ",I. ·1 np .::,011 X 
10" z 7 Cleache X 
J.{t'_ !.-1.- ...lL .. S.1uuL& .Gra:vel •.. - --·· __ - - -- - ·- -.X-
6" 18 30 Sand & Gravel 
6" 30 34 Brown Clay 
u· .j4 J;J;::., ~Blld & linll'el WI \...IDY Scams 
6" 225 236 Brown Clay ., .. .1..-.v .~u .un ;:,a11a ;:,tone 
6" 260 415 Snnd & Gravel w/ Cloy Scan1s 

16" 415 4111 t:oarsc :Sand 
6" 42K 441 Drown Clay 
6 .. 441 455 CouseSnud 
6" 455 460 Brown CJay 

i=lECFIVED 

A~~') g?nt\7 
. .. - -

WATl:li Ht~_!J~l-:f 
...... - .. . ~ . . 

Completed Depth: 45S' (Measurable) 
Date: Started 1~4-02 Completed 1-1 1::02 
13. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
I/We certify that all minimum well cnn11truction standards were 
complied with Pl the: time the rig was removed. 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

1x x, 
rx x_, 

X 

I-- .._ 

-

' ..... 
-

...... 

FirmNo.lL_ 

Dnte O tJ - .t~At,2-. 

f;rm Nome HIK'°" & Son, lo<. 'J. 
Finn Official · 4-- .. _ c;;;;..~ 

;;;r· ( 
Sup'-'f\'isor or Operator P1 \1-~ Date \-1 --1711-

(Sign once if Finn Official & Opcratar) 



'&\ Form238-7 
6/07 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 

WELL DRILLER'S REPORT 

1. WELL TAG NO. o _0_06_0_3.,...3_0 __ ~--------
Drilling Permit No. 913940-862568 

Walerrfgh\orlnjac\ion well#...,....,.-=--------------
2. OWNER: Lord Ranch LLP 

Name Jeff Lord 

Address 1171 Mayfield Road 

City Boise Stata_lD_. __ Zlp83716 

3.WELL LOCATION: 

Twp. _1 __ North I!] or South O Rge. _5 __ East I!] or West 0 
Sae._3_O ___ _ 114 SW 1/4 SE 1/4 

~ ~ ~ 

Gov'\ Lot ____ County_E_lm_o_r_e ______ _ 

Lal 43 ° 23.35 (Deg. and Decimal minutes) 

Long. • 115 o54.15 (Oag. and Dedmal ml111,1las) 

Address of Well Sile 1.6 miles NE. off Base Line Road 

-1c:;;;-a-w-11w--&-.... -.-D,1-1Wc~&~Aiii~ .. ~w.==,- City Mayfield 

LoL ___ Slk. __ Sub. Name ___________ _ 

4.USE: 
[!I Domestic O Munlclpal O Monitor D ln1ga\ion D Thennal D lnjeclion 
D Olher ___________________ _ 

5. TYPE OF WORK: 
[!I New weM D Replacement well D Modify exlsUng well 
0 Abandonment D Olher _______ ....:., ______ _ 

6, DRILL METHOD: 
f!l Air Rotary D Mud Rotary O Cable D Olher ______ _ 

7 SEALING PROCEDURES· 
se111 mllalfal F111m1n Tolftl aua•-. nbs orn·: Plll:lllllenl me111oc1fiiracec1ur1 

Bentonlte#5 0 40' 135Olbs Overbore Pour 

8 CASING/LINER· 
Olamelar Fram(IIJ To(II) Gauga/ Mar.rial Cashlg Llnar Thrudecl Welded l1nom1nan Sdl1dll1 

6 5/8" +2' 298' .250 Steel [!I D D ml 
D D D D 
D D D D 
D D D D 

Was drive shoe used? ~ Y D N Shoe Deplh(s) 98 feet 

9. PERFORATIONSISCREENS: 
Perlorallons DY I!) N Method ____________ _ 

Manufaclured screen DY IE) N Type ___________ _ 

M th d rt st llali n e D 0 n a 0 

Fromtlll To(ft) Slolsize Nllfflbetnt Diam- ~lerial Gauge or SclledUla 1nom1n1111 

Length of Headplpe _____ Length of Tallplpe ______ _ 
Packer O Y I!) N Type _______________ _ 

10 FILTER PACK• . 
Flll1r M11trial From (It) To(nl DllanUly 1n,s or 111) Plar:emanl melllod 

11. FLOWING ARTESIAN: 
Flowing Artesian? DY IE) N Artesian Pressure (PSIG) ______ _ 
Describe control device _______________ _ 

12. STATIC WATER LEVEL and WELL TESTS: 

Depth first water encountered (ft) 300 Static water level (ft) _24_3 __ _ 

Waler temp. ("Fl 58 Botom hole lemp. (°F) _____ _ 

Describe access port Through top of well seal 

Well te&t· THt method: 
Drawdown lfHl) DisclllrQe or 

vlald , ...... , 

13 15 

TeStdlnllon 
(mlnutasl 

160 
P\lmp Ballar Air 

D D ~ 
D D D 

Rowing 
arfesl1n 

D 
D 

W11erquetlly tesl or comments: _____________ _ 

13. LITHOLOGIC LOG andfor reoairs or abandonment: 
Bore From To R1martcs, lllhologJ or duorfpllon ol repairs or Water 
Dia, 

Ill) \fl) abandonm1n1, watar temp. y (lnl 
10" 0 2' Topsoil 
10" 2' 5 Caleche 
10· 5' 35' Sand and Qravel 
10· 35' 40' Bmwnclav 
6" 40' 43' Brown clav 
6" 43' 136' Sand and gravel tan 
aa 136' 138' Tan clay 
6" 138' 296' Sand and gravel 
s· 296' 299' Brown clav 
6" 299' 307' Tan sand with pea gravel X 

~ 

Mt Lit: IVl::D 

I . . N ') , :.ifl\7 

W,-.T! RRE ~OURCES ... :.,-- 1-:.:-!!\ M:::dlul\l 

ComDJeled DeD\h 1Measwab1e1:3O3 Feet 

Dale Started: 11/17/2011 Data Comole\edPec 3o, 20l l 
14. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION: 
1/Wa certify that afl minimum well cons\ruc\lon standards were complied with al 
the \Ima Iha rig was removed. 

N 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Company Name Hiddleston Drilli Co No 35 

·or11er.....1.~"41..,;~J::-~:~~=~:!!~~~~===-=='1==~ 

'Opera\ ":.t:~~~../A~~==::::.-- Data1jii;%t;: 

• Signature of Prlnclpal Drlller and rig operator are required. 



EXHIBIT 3 



David B. Shaw 

SUMMARY: 
David Shaw is an engineer and principal in the firm of ERO Resources Corp, a 
Denver based natural resources consulting firm. David manages and provides 
leadership to the Boise ERO Resources Corp. office. He specializes in the 
identification, analysis, and resolution of water issues including coordination with 
other professionals in multi-disciplinary projects. David has over 35 years 
experience and expertise in water resources and management covering a broad 
spectrum of disciplines including surface and ground water supply and use studies, 
water rights evaluations, water quality evaluation and monitoring, project 
management, alternative dispute resolution, litigation support and expert witness 
testimony, and technical input on legislative and administrative matters. 

EDUCATION: 

EXPERIENCE: 
1996 to present 

1985 to 1996 

B.S., Agricultural Engineering 
University of Idaho, 1966 

M.S., Agricultural Engineering 
University of Idaho, 1972 

Engineer, Project Manager and Principal since 2003 
ERO Resources Corporation, Boise, ID 
• Provide technical expertise and coordination to the State and 

water users for the resolution, through mediation or litigation, of 
federal law based water right claims filed by the United States 
and certain Indian tribes in the Snake River Basin Adjudication 
of water rights. 

• Develop and implement water quality monitoring programs for 
various water user organizations. 

• Assist a variety of water users with technical expertise to 
resolve issues and conflicts relative to their continued use of 
water. Activities have included collection of field data, including 
stream flow measurements and gaging, evaluation of existing 
data, and data analysis to facilitate agreements or to offer 
expert opinion. 

• Provide expert testimony in the Klamath Adjudication in Oregon. 

Water Rights Adjudication Bureau Chief 
Department of Water Resources, Boise, ID 
• Responsibilities included the design, implementation and 

management of the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) 
program involving the processing of 170,000 claims to water 
rights; staff selection and training, budget preparations, 
implementation and monitoring for main office and four regional 
offices; established rules and regulations pertaining to the 



1978 to 1985 

1974 to 1978 

David B. Shaw 

SRBA; educational presentations for professionals, public and 
the media. 

• Served as co-chair of the state, Indian, federal and private 
technical advisory committee for the Shoshone-Bannock 
reserved water right determination that resulted in the 1990 Fort 
Hall Indian Water Right Agreement. 

• Lead responsibility for preparation of the first water distribution 
rules developed and adopted in Idaho. Participated and 
testified before Legislature in two rewrites of Idaho's 
adjudication statutes. 

• Designated as an expert witness in water right adjudications by 
the SRBA court. 

Western Region Manager 
Department of Water Resources, Boise, ID 
Responsibilities included management of a separate office 
including budget and staff needs, work assignments and 
responsibility and supervision for the department's regulatory 
programs for Southwest Idaho. 

Technical Support Section Manager 
Department of Water Resources, Boise, ID 
Responsibilities included management of staff that provided 
technical support in the areas of engineering, economics, soils, 
geohydrology, geology, geothermal, remote sensing and computer 
operations. Provided technical support for completion of the 
original State Water Plan. After completion of the state water plan, 
managed the Water Allocation Section responsible for water right 
processing, water distribution and adjudications. 

RELATED EXPERIENCE: 
Assistant Professor - College of Engineering, Department of General Engineering, 
University of Idaho 1968-1973. Courses taught: Engineering Graphics, Slide Rule, 
Engineering Science (Statics & Dynamics), Introduction to Fortran Programming and 
Advanced Fortran Programming, Freshman Engineering Design. 

David was raised on an irrigated farm and has operated and managed an irrigated 
orchard in the Emmett Valley since 1982. As a result, he has gained insight into water 
use and water users that may not be available in any other way. 



Licensed Professional Engineer and Land Surveyor in Idaho 
Licensed Professional Engineer in Arizona, Colorado and Oregon 
Certified Water Right Examiner in Idaho and Oregon 
Emmett Irrigation District Board Member, 1992 
Chairman, Board of Trustees, Walter Knox Memorial Hospital 
Board Member, Idaho Water Users Association 
Board Member, Idaho Council on Industry and the Environment 
Past Chairman, Board of Directors, Gem Supply Cooperative 

PUBLICATIONS: 

David B. Shaw 

Shaw and Molnau. 1974. "Problem Oriented Languages - Statistics and Hydrology." 
COED Transactions. 

Shaw and Molnau. 1975. "Why Use Problem Oriented Languages." ASAE 
Transactions. 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS: 
American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers 
U.S. Committee on Irrigation and Drainage 
Idaho Society of Professional Land Surveyors 
National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying 



EXHIBIT 4 



ERO 
Norm C. Young Water Resource Engineer 

Education 

M.S. 1969, Agricultural 
Engineering, University of 
Idaho 

B.S. 1964, Agricultural 
Engineering, University of 
Idaho 

LICENSURE 

Professional Engineer and 
Land Surveyor, Idaho 

Certifications and 
Affiliations 

Association of Western 
States Engineers 

Idaho Society of 
Professional Land 
Surveyors 

BACKGROUND 

Upon his retirement, after 33 years with the State of Idaho Department of 
Water Resources, Norm recently joined the ERO Resources Boise, Idaho 
office. Norm specializes in resolving complex water rights and water supply 
problems by innovatively using water law, administrative policy and technical 
understanding of water availability and requirements to obtain the legal right to 
use surface and ground water needed for new projects and to firm up water 
rights for existing projects. 

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE 

Water Resources Management. Norm served over 25 years as the Administrator 
of the Water Management Division within the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources. As the Administrator of Idaho's programs Norm provided over
sight for allocation of surface and ground water resources, adjudication of 
water rights, distribution of water in accordance with water rights, protection 
of ground water resources through licensing of water well drillers and well 
construction, stream channel protection, flood plain management, safety of 
water storage dams and mine tailings impoundment structures. 

Norm is experienced as an administrative law hearing officer and in alternative 
dispute resolution. He has worked closely with lawmakers to successfully devel
op and implement various innovative water management programs including 
water banking, managed recharge of ground water and conjunctive manage
ment of surface and ground water resources. 

In addition to responsibilities for the safety of dams and ground water quality 
protection programs, Norm administered the Carey Act program which includ
ed evaluating the feasibility and acceptability of proposals seeking to develop 
more than 500,000 acres of federal desert land into irrigated family farms. 

Norm opened the Eastern Idaho regional office of the Department of Water 
Resources implementing the State's water management programs. 

ERO Resources Corp. • 3314 Groce St. • Boise, ldoho 83703-5836 • 208-373-7983• www.eroresources.com 



Representative Projects Norm C. Young 

Administration of Programs Allocating and 
Protecting Water Resources 

State of Idaho Department of Water Resources, 
Water Management Division. 
Administrator and temporary acting director of 
the State of Idaho's programs, allocating and pro
tecting the water resources of Idaho. Responsible 
for the development and adoption of rules, regu
lations and written policies implementing the fol
lowing programs: 

• Water Right Permitting Procedures 

• Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Water 
Resources 

• Water Management Rules (Drafted, but not adopted) 

• Policy Guideline for Transfer of Rights to the Use of 
Ground Water, Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer 

• Water Banking, including rules applicable statewide and 
procedures applicable to Upper Snake Basin, Boise 
Basin, Payette Basin, and Bear River Basin (drafted, but 
not adopted) 

• Beneficial Use Examinations for Water Right Permits 

• Acquisition of Federal Desert Lands under the Carey 
Act 

• Safety of Dams 

• Safety of Mine Tailings Impoundments 

• Well Driller Licensing 

• Water Well Construction 

• Protection and Use of Geothermal Resources 

• Stream Channel Protection 

• Construction and Use of Waste Disposal and Injection 
Wells 

ERO 

Evaluation of Surface and Ground Water 
Resources 

State of Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
Hydrologist/Engineer member of a multidiscipli
nary team that evaluated the availability of surface 
and ground water resources in specific hydrologic 
basins in Idaho including the Twins Falls Tract in 
Southwestern Idaho and the Curlew Basin in 
Southeastern Idaho. Evaluated ground water avail
ability and the effect of its diversion and use to 
assist local ground water boards resolve water 
right disputes. Developed a procedure for the 
Department of Water Resources to determine rea
sonable ground water pumping lifts in accordance 
with state law. 



EXHIBIT 5 



Geographic Area From 
Which Groundwater Is 
Determined To Be Tributary 
To The Snake River In The 
Milner Dam To Swan Falls 
Dam Reach. 

Tributary Area 

Perched Aquifers Not Tributary But 
Deep Regional Aquifer Is Tributary. 

1/'l 
1/'l 
0 
C -~ -u 
~ 

rJ'J 


